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POLICE BATTALION 101;
THE MEN’s DEEDS

IKE POLICE BATTALION 65 and the other units of Police Regiment
25, Police Battalion 101 engaged wholeheartedly in the German ex-
termination of European Jewry.‘ The battalion had two lives. The

early one lasted until May r941, when the battalion was remade as its initial
personnel of professional policemen were replaced almost completely by raw
draftees. Before its first life came to a close, Police Battalion :01 participated
in lethal activities, but, in comparison to its later life, only sporadically. Its
second life lasted from that May until its dissolution, and was marked by the
overwhelming bulk of its killing activities. Because a personnel Change de-
marcates the battalion’s two instantiations, its first life had little relevance for
the deeds that shaped the identity of the battalion’s second life as a V6lleer—
mordkohorte, or genocidal cohort.

Police Battalion roI’s pre-genocidal life course was essentially unevent-
ful.’ Police Battalion tor was established in September I939 and was then
composed exclusively of active policemen (Polizeibeamter). Sent immediately
to Poland, it operated there until December 1931), securing conquered areas
and guarding POWs and military installations. Upon returning to Hamburg,
it took part in general police duties. In May 1940, the battalion was sent again
to Poland, for the second of its three turns at “pacifying”.and restructuring
the subjugated territory. Its most important activities were the forced evacu-
ation of Poles from the region around Posen, so that ethnic Germans from
the Baltics and the Soviet Union could be resettled there, and providing
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guards for the Lodi ghetto. There the men of Police Battalion 101 partici-
pated in the imrniseration, brutalizing, and even killing of jews. During this
stay in Poland, which lasted until April 194 1, the battalion’s men occasionally
shot Polish “hostages.”-‘

Upon returning to its home base of Hamburg, Police Battalion 101 was
broken up when its men were distributed among three other recently estab-
lished police battalions from Hamburg, numbered 102, I03, and 104. Its
ranks were replenished with draftees, and like these three other police battal-
ions, it received the designation of being a reserve battalion, so its official
name became “Reserve Police Battalion 101." Remainingfor the time being
garrisoned in Hamburg, Police Battalion 101 engaged in activities that were
the normal, unremarkable duties of policemen. The exceptions to this were
the three separate deportations that its men conducted of Jews from Ham-
burg to conquered areas of the Soviet Union. The Jews were massacred there,
at least one time by some of the men of the battalion. Obviously, deporting
thejews to their deaths was not opposed by many in the battalion, because, as
some men report, the deportation duty was coveted. One man testifies that

4lonly a small circle of “favored comrades” got to go.
In june 194.2, the battalion’s third tour of duty began in Poland, which

lasted until the beginning of 1944. Stationed the entire time in the Lublin re-
gion, the battalion’s headquarters moved from Bilgoraj in_lune 1942, to Radzyfi
the next month, to Lukéw in October, back to Radzyn in April I943, and then
to Miedzyrzec at the beginning of 1944. Its companies and their platoons were
sometimes stationed in the city of the battalion headquarters, though they were
generally assigned to surrounding cities and towns.5 In February 1943, the
older members of the battalion (those born before 1900), like those of other po-
lice battalions, were transferred home, to be replaced by younger men. During
this period, Police Battalion 1o1’s officers and men were principally and fully
engaged in Akrirm Reinhard, undertaking numerous killing operations against
jews, sometimes shooting the Jews themselves, even by the thousands, and at
other times deporting thousands more to the gas chambers.

Police Battalion IOI was divided into a battalion staff and three compa-
nies, with a total strength, if a gradually changing membership, of about five
hundred men. The battalion was led by Major Wilhelm Trapp. Two of the
companies were commanded by captains, the third by a lieutenant. In addi-
tion to the small company staffs, each company was composed of three pla-
toons. Generally, two of the three platoons were led by lieutenants and the
third by a non-commissioned officer. The platoons were further divided into
groups of about ten men, with a non-commissioned officer in charge. The
battalion was lightly armed, having only four machine guns per company to
augment the rifles that its men carried. The battalion had its own transport,
which included trucks and, for conducting patrols, bicycles.“
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_ Who were the men of Police Battalion 101? The biographical data that
exist on these men are scanty, so only a partial portrait of the battalion can be
drawn.’ This turns out not to be a crucial problem, because enough of the rel-
eyant data do exist to suffice for the primary task of drawing this portrait.
SIIILC the men did not choose to ]01Il an institution known to be devoted to
mass slaughter, the purpose here is not to seek the elements of their back-
grounds that might explain their participation. Rather, assessing their back-
grounds allows us to gauge how representative the men of Police Battalion
lot were of other Germans, and whether or not the conclusions drawn about
them might also apply to their coun trymen.
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who were called to duty between 1939 and 1941, men who were not yet in any
Y Police Battalion IOI was manned overwhelmingly by reservists, by men

Z-military or security institution, the men least likely to be martial in spirit and
temperament. Of the 550 men who are known to have served in Police Bat-
talion IOI during its genocidal stay in Poland, the birthdays of $19 ‘are
known.“ Their age profile was extremely old for a military or police institu-
tion. Their mean age, when their genocidal killing began, was 36.5 years old.
Only 42 of them were younger than thirty, a measly 8.1 percent. One hundred
fifty-three of them, a shade under 30 percent, were older than forty. Nine Of
them were over fifty. Fully 382 of them, or almost three-»quarters (73.6 per-
cent) came from the birth cohorts of 1900-1909, the cohorts of men who
were generally deemed to be too old to be desirable for military service and
from which most reservists who served in police battalions were raised. That
they were older is significant. They were not the impressionable, malleable
eighteen-year-olds that armies love to mold according to the institut1on’s
specified needs. These were mature men who had life experience, who had
families and children. The overwhelming majorityof them had reached
adulthood before the Nazis ascended to power.'They'had known other polit-
ical dispensations, had lived in other ideological climates. They were not
wide-eyed youngsters ready to believe whatever they were told.

T Social class, according to occupation, can be determined for 291 (52.9
percent) of the members of Police Battalion io1.° They were distributed
widely among all of the occupational groups in Germany, except for th0S6
forming the elite. Following a variant of the standard occupational classifica-
tion system for Germany of this era, German society is divided accordingto
a tripartite scheme of lower class, lower middle class, and elite. The elltfi
‘formed a tiny upper crust in the society of less than 3 percent, with the over-

_ \ elming bulk of the people being divided between the lower and lower mid-
lll l’- classes. Each class is further subdivided into occupational subgroups. The

table below gives the occupational breakdown for Germany as a whole and for
PoliceBattalion 1oi.'°

I , -

CLASS
Occupational Subgroup Percfim of Total

Police
Germany Battalion 101

% (n) %

LOVVER
1. Unskilled workers 37-3 (64) 22”
2. Skilled Workers ll-.3. .(.3§l.- ....._.¥;’e!

Subtotal 54'fi (I02) 35'!

LOWER MIDDLE
3. Master craftsmen (independent) 9.6 (22) 7.6
4. Nonacademic professionals 1.8 (9) 3.:
5. Lower and intermediate employees 12.4 (66) 22.1
6. Lower and intermediate civil servants 5.2 (59) 20.3
7. Merchants (selflemployed) 6.0 (22) 7.6
8. Farrners (self—employed) 7.7 H(2L 0.7

Subtotal 42.6 (1 80) 61.9

ELITE
9. Managers 0.5 (1) 0.3

1 o. Higher civil servants 0.5 (1) 0.3
11. Academic professionals 1.0 (1) 0.3
12. Students (university and upper school) 0.5 (o) o
13. Entrepreneurs 0.3 (6) 2.1

Subtotal _ _—'_u+(9) 3.1
Total 1oo.o (291) ioo'.o
Parr of this graph isibased on information from Michael Ka[er’swi'Ii: Nazi Party. W

Compared to the German population as a whole, the men of Police Bat-
talion IOI came more from the lower middle class and less from the lower
class. This imbalance was due mainly to the unit’s shortage, on the one hand,
of unskilled workers compared to the general population, and its overabun-
dance, on the other, of lower and intermediate employees from business and
the government. Within the lower middle strata, the battalion was particu-
larly lacking in farmers, which is not surprising, since the battalion was raised
primarily from an urban environment. Its representatives of the elite, all nine
of them, were in virtually identical proportion (3.1 percent) to that existing
in the general population. All in all, the differences between the occupational
profiles of Police Battalion ioi and Germany as a whole were not of great sig-
nificance.“ A smaller percentage of blue-collar workers and farmers, and a
greater percentage of lower-level white-collar workers populated the battal-
ion than German society as a whole, but significant numbers of each nonethe-
less were to be found in its ranks.

The most important characteristic of the battalion’s men for assessing
their actions and the degree to which they were, as a group, representative of
German society-that is, ordinary Germans-is their degree of Nazification.
This can be appraised by looking at their institutional afiiliation, which, if
imprecise, is the best indicator of Nazification beyond the degree to which
most Germans were generally Nazified (particularly on the independent di-
mension of antisemitism). In short, how many men in Police Battalion I01
were members of the Nazi Party and of the SS? Of the 5 5o men, 179 were
Party members, composing 32.5 percent of the battalion, which was not
much greater than the national average. Seventeen of the Party members
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were also in the SS. An additional 4 were SS men who were not Party mem-
bers. So, in sum, only 2r, but 3.8 percent of the men, mainly reservists, were
in the SS--a tiny percentage--which, though higher than the national aver-
age, is of no great significance for understanding this battalion’s actions.

The major issue here, anyway, is not the percentage of these men who
were Nazified according to institutional affiliation in comparison to the na-
tional average, and therefore how representative a sample these men form in
this respect. It is those who had no Nazi or SS affiliation who are analytically
the most significant people, because they (and the thousands like them in
other police battalions) provide insight into the likely conduct of other ordi-
nary Germans, had they too been asked to become genocidal killers. In this
battalion, 379 men had no afiiliation whatsoever with the major Nazi institutions.
And it cannot even be concluded that Nazi Party membership meant for each
person a higher degree of ideological Nazifntation than that which existed in
the general populace, because many non~ideological reasons induced people
to join the Party. Obviously, whether or not people were members of the Nazi
Party did differentiate Germans from each other. Still, the Party members
who were Nazified beyond the standard existing in Germany was a subset of
all Party members. Moreover, at the time of Police Battalion ioI’s major
killings, about seven million Germans could boast of membership in the
Party, over 20 percent of the adult male German population. Being a mem-
ber of the Party was a rather ordinary distinction in Germany. Being a Nazi
was “ordinary” in Germany. Thus, the most remarkable and significant fact
is that 96 percent of these men were not in the SS, the association of the true
believers. As a group, the men of Police Battalion 101 were not an unusually
Nazified lot for German society. Overwhelmingly, they consisted of ordinary
Germans--of both kinds—those who were in the Party and, especially, those
who were not.

A comparison of the age and occupational profiles between Party and
non-Party members reveals that they were remarkably alike. Party mem-
bers were on average about one year older than non-Party members (371 to
36.2 years). The occupational breakdowns of the two groups are remarkably
parallel.

CLASS
Occupational Subgroup Percent of Total

Party Non-Party

LOWER
1. Unskilled workers 23.3 20.6
2. Skilled workers I0-2 16-3

Subtotal 33.5 36.9

l
l
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LOWER MIDDLE
3. Master craftsmen (independent) 5}; 91
4. Nonacademic professionals 4_-7 I4
5. Lower and intermediate employees |9_3 262
6. Lower and intermediate civil servants 22;; [77
7. Merchants (self-employed) 3,7 54
8. Farmers (self-employed) Q7 o_7

Subtotal 6 I _g

ELITE
9. Managers Q7 0

IO. Higher civil servants Q7 O
1 I. Academic professionals Q_7 0
12. Students (university and upper school) up O
I3. Entrepreneurs 2_-I L4

Subtotal 4_7 L4

Total (150) 100.0
Part of this graph is based on information frorivih/lichael tr. K=m'fiiZ}\r}i5i'i*l=}ij-Q ' ' " ‘ “'_"”' ’
The men of Police Battalion IOI came predominantly from Hamburg and
the surrounding region. A small contingent of around a dozen men from
Luxembourg was also in the battalion." Since the Hamburg region of Ger-
many Was overwhelmingly Evangelical Protestant, so too most of them must
have been. The smattering of data on their religious affiliation indicates that
some percentage of them had renounced the Church and declared them-
selves “gottgla'uhig,” the Nazi-approved term for having a proper religious at-
titude without being a member of one of the traditional churches. Their
geographic origins and religious affiliations almost certainly had nothing to
do with their participation in genocidal slaughter, as police battalions and
other killing units were raised from all regions of Germany and drew on
Protestants, Catholics, and the gottglauhig alike.

The relatively advanced age of these men is of significance. Many of them
headed families and had children. Unfortunately, the data on their family sta-
tus are partial and difficult to interpret. There are data on the marital status of
only ninety-six of them. All but one, 99 percent, of them had wives. Almost
three—quarters of them, seventy-two of the ninety-eight for whom data exist,
had children at the time of the killings. It is safe to surmise that these per-
centages are higher than was true for the entire battalion. In their irregular bi-
ographical seltlreporting, those who were married and, particularly, those who
had children were probably more likely to offer these tidbits about themselves.
How much the existing sample overrepresents the contingent of husbands and
fathers among the battalion is impossible to say. It is safe, however, to assume
that many of the battalion’s men were married and had children, similar to a
large majority of Germans of their ages. Nothing about their histories sug-
gests that they would have been anomalous in these matters.

(141) 100.0
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The political views and previous political affiliations of these men cannot
be determined. Only the most paltry of evidence exists about them in the

sources. Because they were mainly from Hamburg, a city that sup-
ported the Nazis somewhat less enthusiastically than the nation as a whole
and that was a traditional bastion of support for the left, it might be presumed
that among these men were more former Social Democrats and Communists
than in Germany as a whole. Also, that the men had not signed up for other
military institutions might suggest a certain coolness to Nazism, though they

have kept themselves free because of family responsibilities. In any
case, as was discussed earlier, by the time of the bartalion’s genocidal activity,
the enterprise of national aggrandizement was greatly popular among the
German people generally, whatever their previous polities had been. That a
smaller percentage of lower-class men made up their ranks, from whom the
left drew its traditional strength, might have W()_!‘l(C£l to Countfiflmlflflfifl ll'li$
presumed relative coolness to Nazism that its Hamburg origins might have
bequeathed to the battalion. All of this, however, is educated guesswork.
What is safe to assume is that within the battalion were men who had been
and were political supporters of the regime (as were most Germans), and
some who were not. Much more on this subject cannot be said.

In forming this battalion, the Order Police drew on an ordinary popula-
tion, distinguished chiefly by its advanced age and its status of not being en-
rolled in military service. Some of the men had been previously declared unfit
for duty because of age or physical infirmities.‘-‘ In so doing, the regime was
employing men who were among the least fit ahle-bodied men that it could
find (both physically and by disposition) for staffing its roving police battal-
ion. The men's advanced age brought with it longer histories of personal in-
dependence as adults, knowledge of other political orders, and the experience
derived from having and heading families. Their Nazi Party and SS mem-
bership was somewhat higher than the national average, though the large ma-
jority among them were free of Nazi institutional affiliation. These men form
anything but the portrait of hand-selected Ii/eltarzsclzauungskriegeifi of men
that would have been selected had a search been conducted to find the “right”
men to carry out an apocalyptic deed like the wholesaleirnass slaughter of
civilians.

The Order Police filled out Police Battalion 101 with an inauspicious
group. It nevertheless made little effort to hone these men, through physical
or ideological training, into men bearing a more soldicrly and Nazi attitude.
In chorus, the men testify to the perfunctory nature of their training. Some
men were drafted but weeks or days ahead of the beginning of the battalion’s
killing life, and were thrown directly into the genocidal fray. One such man
was a dairy farmer until April 1942. He was called up, given brief training
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prior to being sent to Police Battalion tor, and, before he knew it, found him-
self engaged in genocidal slaughter.“ Nothing whatsoever indicates that any
attempt was made to examine the “fitness” of these men for their future
genocidal activities by investigating their views on crucial ideological sub-
jects, particularly the Jews. Although no reason exists to believe that the
Order Police was aware of it, some of the men in this police battalion had pre-
viously shown hostility to the regime. One had been declared untrustworthy
by the Gestapo, and others had been active opponents of Nazi rule in the
SPD or trade unions.“ This simply did not matter. The manpower shortage
dictated that the Order Police would take anyone it could find——and it had to
pick from the leftovers.

ON JUNE 20, [Q42 Police Battalion IO] received the order to embark on its
third tour of duty in Poland. Setting out for Poland were ll officers, 5 ad-
ministrators, and 486 men.“ They traveled by truck over five hundred miles,
arriving a few days later in Bilgoraj, a city to the south of Lublin. At this time,
its men had not received word that they would soon be committing genocidal
slaughter. Yet perhaps some, especially the officers, suspected what might
have lain before them. After all, the battalion had already escorted Jews from
Hamburg to their deaths; its officers, during the battalion’s second tour in
Poland, had been in the thick of executing the anti—Jewish policy of the time;
and many, if not most, undoubtedly knew of their brethren’s mass killing of
the Jews in the Soviet Union and Poland.

The first order to kill Jews was communicated to the battalion’s comman-
der, Major Trapp, some short time before the operation’s designated day. The
day before the foray, he gathered his officers for a briefing and divulged to
them their orders." Presumably, the company commanders were not supposed
to inform their men of the anticipated event. Some evidence suggests that not
all of them kept quiet. Captain Julius Wohlauf, the commander of First Com-
pany, who was to become an enthusiastic killer of Jews, apparently could not
keep his anticipation to himself. One of his men remembers Wohlauf having
characterized their upcoming mission injozefow as an “extremely interesting
task” (hochinteressrmte Auj§§abe).’3 Without stating explicitly whether he then
learned of the upcoming massacre, another man recounts having learned of an
aspect of the preparations that presaged the character of their entire stay. “I
can still remember clearly that on the evening before the killing [Aktirm] in
Jozefow whips were handed out. I personally did not witness it because I was
in town making purchases. I learned it, however, from my comrades after my
return to our quarters. In the meantime, we got wind of what kind of opera-
tion lay ahead of us the next day. The whips were to be used in driving thejews
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out of their homes. The Whips were made of genuine ox hide.’"° The men thus
outfitted for the upcoming massacre were those assigned to drive the Jews out
from their homes and to the assembly point. Exactly which companies they
were from, he says he cannot remember.

The battalion's companies rode in trucks to Jozcfow, which was less than
twenty miles away. They departed after midnight and rode for about two
hours. Those among them who had learned of the nature of their operation,
had time, as the trucks jolted them up and down over the bumpy roads, to
contemplate their tasks’ meaning and appeal. The others were to discover
only moments before the Dantesque production would commence that they
had been chosen to help bring about their Fzihrefs dream, frequently articu-
lated by him and those close to him--the dream of exterminating the Jews.

Major Trapp assembled his battalion. The men f0l‘lT1Bd fhffifi Sidfis Of 1
square around Trapp in order to hear his address.

He announced that in the locality before us we were to carry out a mass
killing by shooting and he brought out clearly that those whom we were sup-
posed to shoot were Jews. During his address he bid us to think of our
women and children in our homeland who had to endure aerial bombard-
rnents. In particular, we were supposed to bear in mind that many women
and children lose their lives in these attacks. Thinking of these facts would
make it easier for us to carry out the order during the upcoming [killing] ac-
tion. Major Trapp remarked that the action was entirely not in his spirit, but
that he had received this order from higher authority.“

The unequivocal communication to these ordinary Germans that they were
expected to take part in genocidal slaughter was made to them that morning,
as they stood near a sleeping small Polish city about to be awakened to scenes
that were nightmarish beyond its inhabitants’ imagination. Some of the men
testify that Trapp justified the killing with the transparently weak argument
that the Jews were supporting the partisans." Why the partisans’ fortunes,
which at this point were actually meager to non-existent, bore any relation-
ship to their task of killing infants, small children, the elderly, and the inca-
pacitated was not explained. The appeal to the Jews’ alleged partisan activity
was intended to place a gloss, however thin, of military normality on the large
massacre, for the slaughtering of an entire community as its members slept in
their beds might have been expected to give pause to thfi G€r1Tlfll‘l$ thfi fi1'5I
time around. Similarly, Trapp‘s appeal to superior orders likely had two
sources. It needed to be made clear to the men that an order of such gravity
came from the highest of authorities and was therefore consecrated by the
state and Hitler. Trapp also seemed to be expressing his genuine emotions.
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He was shaken by the order. Trapp was later heard to have exclaimed, upon
seeing the battalion’s doctor: “My God, why must I do this.”“i

Yet Trapp’s reservations appear not to have been born of a view of Jews
that diverged from the dominant antisemitic model. His explanation to the men
that the killing of the Jews, including the Jewish women and children, was a re-
sponse to the bombing of German cities betrays his Nazified conception of the
Jews. How could such a statement make sense to him and to all those who heard
and understood it?” It is not clear what the exact logic of the comparison was,
yet it suggested that the slaughter of the Jews was either just retribution for the
bombing of German cities or perhaps a retaliatory act that would have some
salutary effect on the bombing, or both. To the Germans who were on the verge
of utterly effacing this remote and prostratejewish community, the connection
between the Jews in this sleepy city in Poland and the Allies’ bombing of Ger-
many appears to have been real. In fact, the men in the police battalion do not
comment on the ludicrousness of Trapp’s central justification, spoken to them
at their baptismal moment as genocidal executioners. The perversity of the
Nazified German mind was such that thinking of their own children was not
intended to, calculated to, and evidently did not—except in the case of a few—
arouse sympathy for other children who happened to bcJewish. Instead, think-
ing of their children spurred the Germans to kill Jewish children.“

Trapp’s address to his men included general instructions for the conduct
of the operation. The assembled Germans—whether they had learned on
that morning or the night before about the phase in their lives that they were
then initiating—understood that they were embarking on a momentous un-
dertaking, not some routine police operation. They received explicit orders to
shoot the most helpless Jews--the old, the young, and the sick, women and
children—but not men capable of doing work, who would be spared?‘ Did
these ordinary Germans want to do it? Did any of them mutter to themselves,
as men, including those in uniform, often do when they receive onerous, dis-
agreeable, or unpalatable orders, that they wished they were elsewhere? If
they had, then the continuation of Trapp’s address was for them a godsend.
Their beloved commander, their “Papa” Trapp, gave them a way out, at least
initially to the older battalion men. He made a remarkable offer: “As the con-
clusion of his address, the major put the question to the older battalion mem-
bers of whether there were among them those who did not feel up to the task.
At first no one had the courage to come forward. I was then the first to step
forward and stated that I was one of those who was not fit for the task. Only
then did others come forward. We were then about ten to twelve men, who
were kept at the major‘s disposal.”"‘

Those who were a party to the scene must have felt some uncertainty.
The Germans were at the staging ground for the wholesale slaughter of a
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community. They were entering a new moral world. Who among them had
ever imagined, say, three years before, that he would be standing in eastern
Poland with such a charge, to kill all the women and children he would find?
Yet the Fzihrer had ordered the killing, the killing of these Jews. And now
their commander was giving at least some of them the option not to kill. He
was a genuine man who was, by all accounts, solicitous of them.” Some of the
men stepped forward. If they were hesitant, however, their uncertainty must
have been further intensified by Captain Hoffmann’s reaction. The man who
rst took advantage of Trapp’s offer continues: “In this connection, I re-

member that the chief of my company, Hoffmann, became very agitated at
my having stepped forward. I remember that he said something to the effect:
‘This fellow ought to be shot!’ But Major Trapp cut him off. . . .”’8 Hoff-
mann, who was to prove himself a zealous, if fainthearted killer, was publicly

H silenced and put in his place by Trapp. Ti-app‘s way was to be the battalion’s
way. That was unequivocal. The men who had stepped forward were all ex-
cused from the killing operation. Yet it must be noted, as it was undoubtedly
noted by the assembled men, that Hoffmann’s willingness to object so openly
and vociferously to the acceptance of Trapp’s offer was publicly to call into
question a superior order. It was hardly the picture of obedience.

Another man, Alois Weber, agrees that Trapp made the offer to excuse
those who did not want to kill, yet he maintains that the offer was made not
just to the older men but to the entire battalion: “Trapp’s request was not in-
tended as a trap. It did not require much courage to step forward. One man
of my company stepped forward. An angry exchange of words between Hoff-
mann and Papen developed. . . . It is possible that twelve stepped forward. I
did not hear that only older men could step forward. Younger ones also
stepped forward. Everyone must have heard that one may step forward, be-
cause I heard it too.“’° It is difficult to know which account is correct. To my
mind, the assertion of a more inclusive offer of reassignment is the more
plausible of the two. In addition to it simply sounding more credible, three
further items support this conclusion. During the unfolding of the killing op-
eration that day, men of all ages, and not just the older men, were easily able
to excuse themselves from the killing. Second, Weber testifies that younger
men also stepped forward when Trapp made his offer, which is unlikely to
have occurred had Trapp not addressed them as well. Finally, Weber indicts
himself by admitting that he did not choose to avoid becoming a genocidal
killer of Jews even though he knew that he had that option and saw others
who chose not to contribute in this way to genocide.“ In some sense, it does

Fnot matter very much which account is correct; even if Trapp’s initial offer
had been directed only to the older men, it soon became clear to the others

ix that it was not only the older men who had the option to avoid killing. Once
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the killing began, moreover, when the full horror of the enterprise engulfed
them, the emotional incentive to opt out of the killing grew enormously, but
had little discernible effect on the men’s choices. I

The battalion assembly was followed by a series of smaller meetings.
Trapp gave assignments to the company commanders, who then informed
their men of their tasks (a sergeant did the briefing for First Company),
which included the shooting of those who could not so easily be brought to
the assembly point-the old, the young, and the sick—on the spot, namely in
their homes, even in their beds.” Initially, First Company was detailed first to
help out in clearing the Jews out of the ghetto and then to man the execution
squads. Second Company received the main responsibility of clearing the
ghetto, of going door to door and compelling the Jews to assemble at the spec-
ified gathering place, J(>zefow’s market square. The majority of Third Com-
pany was supposed to secure the city by cordoning it off. One of its platoons
was assigned to help Second Company." As the operation unfolded, the lo-
gistical arrangements were modified, so members of the various companies
took part in the duties originally assigned to other companies.

When dawn arrived, the Germans began rounding up the Jews from the
ghetto of Jozefow. They combed through the ghetto in small groups, gener-
ally of two or three, driving Jews from their homes. The men of Third Com-
pany had received, directly from their company commander, the same
instructions as the others, “that during the evacuation, the old and the sick as
well as infants and small children and Jews, who put up resistance, are to be
shot on the spot.”“ The Germans were incredibly brutal, carrying out with
abandon their orders not to bother transporting the non-ambulatory to the
roundup point and instead to kill them on the spot. “I saw about six Jewish
corpses, who had, according to orders, been shot by my comrades where they
found them. Among others I saw an old woman, who lay dead in her bed/'3‘
When the Germans’ work was completed,Jewish corpses lay strewn through-
out the ghetto, as one of the Germans put it, in the “front yards, doorways,
and streets all the way to the market square.”l‘5 A member of Third Company
describes the handiwork: “. . . I also know that this order was carried out, be-
cause as I walked through the Jewish district during the evacuation, I saw
dead old people and infants. I also know that during the evacuation all pa-
tients of aJewish hospital were shot by the troops combing the district/’3°

It is easy to read these two sentences, shudder for a moment, and continue
on. But consider how intense the psychological pressure not to slaughter suc
people would have been had these men indeed been opposed to the slaughter,
had they indeed not seen the Jews as deserving this fate. They had just heard
from their commander that he was willing to excuse those who wanted to
demur. Instead of accepting his offer, they chose to walk into a hospital, a
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Lhouse of healing, and to shoot the sick, who must have been cowering, beg-
ging, and screaming for mercy. They killed babies." None of the Germans
has seen fit to recount details of such killings. In all probability, a killer either
shot a baby in its rnother’s arms, and perhaps the mother for good measure,
or, as was sometimes the habit during these years, held it at arm’s length by
the leg, shooting it with a pistol. Perhaps the mother looked on in horror. The
tiny corpse was then dropped like so much trash and left to rot. A life extin-

l guished. The horror of killing just one baby, or of taking part in the massacre
i of the Jewish hospital patients, let alone all of the other killing that was then
or ‘later that day to occur, ought to have induced those who saw Jews as part
of the human family to investigate whether Trapp’s offer might yet be taken
up by them as well. As far as it is known, none did.

After the initial roundup was finished, the Germans combed through the
ghetto to ensure that no Jews would escape their appointed fate. By mid-
1942, Jews all over Poland, having learned through individual and the collec-
tiveJewish experience what the Germans intended for them, had constructed
hiding places, often ingenious, in the hope that they might escape detection.
The Germans, aware of theJews’ attempts to cheat the hangmen‘s nooses, as-
siduously applied themselves to uncovering the concealed places. Aided by
eager local Poles, these Germans left no wall untapped and no stone un-
turned: “The residential district was searched again. In many cases, with the
aid of Poles, numerous Jews were found hiding in blockaded rooms and al-
coves. I remember that a Pole drew my attention to a so-called dead space be-
tween two walls of adjoining rooms. In another case, a Pole drew attention to
a subterranean hideout. The Jews found in two hideouts were not killed in ac-
cordance with the order but upon my instructions were brought to the mar-
ketplace."~‘8 This man, if he is to be believed, preferred to let others do the
dirty work. He chose to disobey his orders to kill all resisters, and to bring
about the same end in a more palatable manner (by letting others do the
killing). Had he been opposed to the killing ofJews, rather than merely find-
ing it distasteful to do it himself, it would have been easy not to find Jews who
had done their utmost to remain hidden; yet in his extensive testimony, he
gives no indication that he or others made an effort to turn a blind eye to con-
cealed Jews.”

The Germans assembled the Jews at the market square. The driving of
thejews from their homes had taken a long time. It was Police Battalion 1o1’s
first killing operation, and they had not yet streamlined their routine. Some
of the officers were dissatisfied with the progress of the operation. They went
around spurring their men onward: “We’re not making headway! It’s not
going fast enough!”‘° Finally, around IO a.m., the Germans sorted out the so-
called able-bodied (./Irr'1eit.gfPil1igert), about four hundred men, and sent them
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to a,“work” camp near Lublin." The men of Police Battalion .101 were now
ready to enter into the climactic stage of their first genocidal enterprise. New
assignments were given to the men, and so they were set to begin the system-
atic slaughter. They had already been instructed in the recommended shoot-
ing technique during the initial assemblage around Trapp. “About Dr.
Schoenfelder I recall with certainty. . . . We stood, as I said, in a semicircle
round Dr. Schoenfelder and the other officers. Dr. Schoenfelder sketched on
the ground-—so that we could all see—-the outline of the upper part of a
human body and marked on the neck the spot at which we should fire. This
picture stands clearly before my eyes. Of one thing I am not sure, whether in
drawing on the ground, he used a stick or something else.”“ The battalion’s
doctor, their healer, who tutored the men on the best way to kill, obviously did
not deem his Hippocratic oath to apply to Jews.“ Further discussions on re-
fining the killing technique took place. “It was discussed how the shooting
should be carried out. The question was whether [to shoot] with or without a
bayonet mounted on the rifle. . . . The mounted bayonet would avoid lTliSl'll'—
ings and the man need not come too close to the victims.”“

From the market square the Germans trucked the Jews, one group at a
time, to woods on the outskirts of Jozefow, whereupon “the Jews were or-
dered by the policemen in escort to jump down from the trucks, and were nat-
urally, as circumstances warranted, given a ‘helping hand‘ [‘nachgeholfi'n’
wurde] to speed things up.”“5 Even though this was their first killing opera-
tion, it was already, according to this killer, “natural” for the men of Police
Battalion rot to strike Jews (the obvious meaning of the euphemistic “help-
ing hand,” which appears in his testimony in quotation marks). So “natural”
was it that the killer mentions it in an offhand, passing manner, not deeming
it worthy of any further attention or elaboration.

The men of First Company, who were initially assigned to shoot thejews,
were joined around noon by members of Second Company because Major
Trapp anticipated that they would not otherwise finish the slaughter before
nightfall.“ The actual killing duties ended up being shared by more of the
battalion than Trapp had originally planned. The exact manner of transport
and procedure of execution differed a bit from unit to unit and also evolved
during the course of the day. The platoons of First Company, to focus on it,
had broken down into killing squads of about eight. The initial procedure was
some variation on the following. A squad would approach the group of Jews
who had just arrived, from which each member would choose his victim—a
man, a woman, or a child.” The Jews and Germans would then walk in par-
allel single file so that each killer moved in step with his victim, until they
reached a clearing for the killing where they would position themselves and
await the firing order from their squad leader.“ l
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j The walk into the woods afforded each perpetrator an opportunity for re-
? flection. Walking side by side with his victim, he was able to imbue the human
form beside him with the projections of his mind. Some of the Germans, of

y course, had children walking beside them. It is highly likely that, back in Ger-
]; many, these men had previously walked through woods with their own chil-

., dren by their sides, marching gaily and inquisitively along. With what
thoughts and emotions did each of these men march, gazing sidelong at the
form of, say, an eight- or twelve-year-old girl, who to the unideologized mind
would have looked like any other girl? In these moments, each killer had a per-
sonalized, face-to-face relationship to his victim, to his little girl. Did he see
a little girl, and ask himself why he was about to kill this little, delicate human
being who, if seen as a little girl by him, would normally have received his
compassion, protection, and nurturance? Or did he see aJew, a young one, but
aJew nonetheless? Did he wonder incredulously what could possibly justify

k his blowing a vulnerable little girl's brains out? Or did he understand the rea-
lsonableness of the order, the necessity of nipping the believed-in Jewish
blightin the bud? The “Jew-child,“ after all, was mother to the Jew.

T‘ The killing itself was a gruesome affair. After the walk through the
woods, each of the Germans had to raise his gun to the back of the head, now
face down on the ground, that had bobbed along beside him, pull the trigger,
and watch the person, sometimes a little girl, twitch and then move no more.
The Germans had to remain hardened to the crying of the victims, to the cry-
ing of women, to the whimpering of children." At such close range, the Ger-
mans often became spattered with human gore. In the words of one man, “the
supplementary shot struck the skull with such force that the entire back of
the skull was torn off and blood, bone splinters, and brain matter soiled the
marksrnen.”-‘° Sergeant Anton Bentheim indicates that this was not an iso-
lated episode, but rather the general condition: “The executioners were grue-
somely soiled with blood, brain matter, and bone splinters. It stuck to their
clothes.”5‘ Although this is obviously viscerally unsettling, capable of dis-
turbing even the most hardened of executioners, these German initiates re-
turned to fetch new victims, new little girls, and to begin the journey back
into the woods. They sought unstained locations in the woods for each new
batch of Jews.“

in the shooting generally killed between five and tenjews, most of whom were
§ In this personalized, individual manner, each of the men who took part

\- elderly, women, and children. The approximately thirty men of Lieutenant
Kurt Drucker’s platoon of Second Company, for example, shot between two
hundred and three hundred Jews in three to four hours.” They took breaks
during the killing, for rest, for relief, and for smoking cigarettes.“ Uncharac-
teristically for German killing operations, the men of Police Battalion tot
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neither forced the Jews to undress nor collected valuables from them. They
had one single-minded mission that day. In total, between the wild slaughter
in the ghetto itself and the methodical executions in the woods, the Germans
killed that day somewhere over I,2OO Jews, perhaps a few hundred more, The
Germans abandoned the bodies where they lay, whether in the streets of
Jézefow or in the surrounding woods, having left the burial forJozef6w’s Pol-
ish Mayor to arrange.“

Among the victims was a considerable number of German Jews from the
northern part of Germany, who spoke German in an accent similar to that of
the men in Police Battalion 101. The linguistic strangeness of Polish Jews
(who were the majority of the victims) and their alien Polish Jewish customs
served to buttress the monumental cognitive and psychological barrier that
effectively prevented the Germans from recognizing the Jews’ humanity.
However much the Germans could dissociate the Polish Jews from them-
selves, the Jews from their own region of Germany, who addressed the killers
in the cadences of their mother tongue, might nevertheless have shocked the
Germans into considering the humanity of these Jews. Two members of Se__<_:_-_
ond Company remember aJew from Bremen, who was a veteran of the First
World War, having begged for his life to be spared. It did the Jew no good,“
just as the rest of the German Jews.’ Germanness yielded them nothing but
the Germans’ egalitarian bullets, which--in the Germans’ eyes and in real-
ity—leveled all Jews, German or Polish, male or female, young or old.

What was the effect of the killing on the killers? Their assiduousness in
killing is not to be doubted. They applied themselves diligently to their task
with telling effect. The gruesomeness of it revolted some, but not all, of
them. One killer describes a vivid memory from that day:

These Jews were brought into the woods on the instruction of [Sergeant]
Steinmetz. We went with the Jews. After about 220 yards Steinmetz di-
rected that the Jews had to lay themselves next to each other in a row on the
ground. I would like to mention now that only women and children were
there. They were largely women and children around twelve years old. . . .
I had to shoot an old woman, who was over sixty years old. I can still re-
member, that the old woman said to me, will you make it short or about the
same. . . . Next to me was the Policeman Koch. . . . He had to shoot a small
boy of perhaps twelve years. We had been expressly told that we should hold
the gun’s barrel eight inches from the head. Koch had apparently not done
this, because while leaving the execution site, the other comrades laughed at
me, because pieces of the child’s brains had spattered onto my sidearm and
had stuck there. I first asked, why are you laughing, whereupon Koch,
pointing to the brains on my sidearm, said; That's from mine, he has
stopped twitching. He said this in an obviously boastful tone. . . .5’
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This kind of jocularity, this kind of boyish, open joy being taken in the mass
slaughter, was not a singular occurrence, never to be repeated. After describ-
ing the mocker’s tone as boastful, the killer remarks: “I have experienced
more obscenities [Srhmeinereien] of this kind. . . .”

this, there can be no doubt. Some were shaken badly. Entering an ordinary
animal slaughterhouse is unpleasant for many, even for some avid meat
eaters. Not surprisingly, a few of the killers felt the need to excuse them-
selves from the killing or to take a breather during its course. One squad
leader, Sergeant Ernst Hergert, reports that within his platoon two to five
men asked to be exempted from the killing after these men had already
begun, because they found it too burdensome to shoot women and children.
The men were excused by him or by their lieutenant and given either guard
or transport duties for the duration of the killing.53 Two other sergeants,
Bentheirn and Arthur Kammer, also excused a few men under their com-
mands.” A third sergeant, Heinrich Steinmetz, explicitly told his men be-
fore the killings that they did not have to kill. “I would like also to mention
that before the beginning of the execution, Sergeant Steinmetz said to the

sof the platoon that those who did not feel up to the upcoming task
come forward. No one, to be sure, exempted himself.”6° Significantly,
men had already participated in the brutal ghetto clearing, so by the

time of his offer they had had the opportunity to confront the gruesome re-
ality of the genocidal enterprise. Yet not even one of them took up the ready
offer to avoid further killing at the time. According to one of his men, Stein-
metz repeated the offer after the killing had gotten under way. This man ad-
mitted to having killed six or eightJews before asking the sergeant to excuse
him, His request was granted.“ Sergeant Steinmetz was not a superior who
was unfeeling towards his men.

A particularly noteworthy refusal to kill was that of one of the battalion’s
officers, Lieutenant Heinz Buchmann. Beginning with the killing in Jozefow
and in subsequent killings, he avoided participating directly in the executions,
having managed to get himself assigned other duties. Atjozefow, he led the es-

Y The ghastliness of the killing scene did disturb some of the killers. Of

cort of the so-called able—bodied Jews to a “work camp” near Lublin. Every-’
one in the battalion knew that this lieutenant avoided killing duty. His wish not
to participate in the killings was so accepted in the hierarchy of command that
his company commander circumvented him when killing operations were at
hand, and gave orders directly to the lieutenant’s subordinates.“

Obviously, at least some of the men felt no hesitation to ask out. The fact
was that they easily got themselves excused from the killing and that others
saw that extricating themselves from the gruesome task was possible. Trapp’s
offer had been made before the entire battalion. At least one sergeant in
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charge of a contingent of executioners explicitly made the same offer to his
men, and the lieutenant and sergeant running another squad easily acceded
to requests by men that they be excused. Offers and opportunities for removal
from direct killing were accepted, both in front of the assembled battalion
and in the intimacy of the platoons and squads. Even one reluctant oflicer
served as an example to the battalion’s rank and file that extricating oneself
from the gruesome killing was possible—and not dishonorable. Up and down
Police Battalion 1ot’s hierarchy, there was what appears to have been a partly
formal and partly informal understanding that men who did not want to kill
should not be forced to do sol“ That mere sergeants, and not only the battal-
ion commander, were exercising discretion to excuse men from killing
demonstrates how accepted the men’s opting out was. It also makes un-
equivocal that those who slaughtered Jews, includingJewish children, did so
voluntarily.“ _

After the day’s work, the men had the chance to digest what they had
done, to talk it over among themselves. The company clerk, for example, who
had remained behind in Bilgoraj, was informed by the others of their deeds
upon their return.“ Clearly, they talked. And it is unimaginable that these or-
dinary Germans spoke in value-neutral terms when discussing their anything-
but-value-neutral deeds. Many of the men were shaken, even momentarily
depressed, by the killings: “No comrades participated in these things with joy.
Afterwards, they were all very depressed.”6" They lost their appetites that day:
“I still remember that upon their return none of my comrades could enjoy the
meal. They did, however, enjoy the alcohol which was available as a special
supplementary ration.”6l Clearly, many did not have a neutral reaction to their
deeds. In their postwar testimonies, some of the men speak with great passion
of their and their comrades’ distressed feelings after their first massacre. That
some were initially unhappy, disturbed, perhaps even incensed to have been
thrust into such gruesome duty is clear.“ Yet the men‘s postwar self-reporting
of their own afflictions should be viewed with some circumspection; the temp-
tation to read more into them than they warrant should be resisted.“ The men’-J
were sickened by the exploded skulls, the flying blood and bone, the sight of
so many freshly killed corpses of their own making,” and they were given
pause, even shaken by having plunged into mass slaughter and committing
deeds that would change and forever define them socially and morally Their
reaction was similar to that of many soldiers after sampling for the first time
the grisly offerings of real battle. They too often feel sickened, throw up, and
lose their appetites. That it happened to these Germans upon their initiation
into killing in such a gruesome manner is understandable. But it is hard to be-
lieve that the reaction was born from anything but the shock and gruesome-
ness of the moment, as their soon—thereafter-renewed, assiduous efforts in
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mass slaughter indicate. Despite their disgust and shock, as the battalion med-
ical corpsman testifies, no one suffered any significant emotional difficulties
after the Jozefow communal slaying. The corpsman knows of no man who
“because of the experience got sick or by any stretch of the imagination had a
nervous breakdown.”7'

The portrait of this battalion is one of verbal give~and-take, of men dis-
cussing their views and emotions, of disagreements, even to some extent be-
tween people at different levels of the battalion hierarchy. In the midst of the
afternoon‘s executions, a heated argument broke out between Lieutenant
Hartwig Gnade, the commander of First Company, and one of his junior lieu-
tenants over where they should have been shooting a batch ofJews. Gnade was
heard to have screamed at the recalcitrant subordinate that he could not work
with him if he would not obey orders." This insubordination-—-an officer ar-
guing with his commander (in front of the men, no less) over such an in-
significant operational matter, and the evident unwillingness or inability on
the part of the superior to assert his prerogative of absolute authority—reveals
a great deal about the undraconian, lax character of this police battalion. It was
not characterized by the submissive holding of one’s tongue in the face of a
superior’s order, let alone by unthinking obedience to any order. *

,- Despite the evident difficulty displayed by some of these Germans in
this, their initial mass slaughter, despite their having found the byproducts
of their shots to the backs of Jewish heads revolting, and despite their hav-
ing had the opportunity to extricate themselves from the killing‘, from the
grisly, disgusting duty, almost all of them chose to carry out their lethal

;\/‘tasks. Had anyone disapproved of the killing of the Jews, of the killing of

L

Jewish children and infants, especially when even the toughest stomach
would have been sorely tested by the blood, bone, and brains that spattered
them, then it is difficult to understand not only why he killed, but also how
he could have managed to bring himself to kill and to continue to kill. He had
a way out. Even some who in principle did not disapprove of the killing of
Jews, but who were unnerved by the gruesomeness, got themselves tem-
porarily excused.”

Tm; RESPITE FROM their contribution to the “solving” of the “Jewish
Problem" lasted only a few days for the men of Police Battalion Ior, as they
embarked immediately on a number of small operations in the area around
Bilgoraj and Zamosé, in which they removed Jews from small villages and lo-
cales to larger concentrations. Although the operations appear to have been
frequent, few details are known of them, because the perpetrators have said
little about them."

2
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A major communal extermination, this time in nearby Lornazy, was en-
tered in Police Battalion I0 r ’s ledger shortly after the Jozefow slaughter. Un-
like in Jozefow, where the entire battalion participated in the genocidal
slaughter, in Lornazy the killing was left to Second Company to perform on
its own. The day before the operation, the company commander called his
platoon leaders together in Biala—Podlaska, where the company staff was
headquartered. The company’s platoons were at that time distributed among
various nearby locations, with a portion of one of the platoons, under the
command of Sergeant Heinrich Bekemeier, having been stationed in Lomazy
since August 9. The company commander, Lieutenant Gnade, informed
them of the planned killing operation, and told them to have their men in Lo-
mazy the next morning, August 19, around 4 or 5 a.m.

Lomazy was a town of less than 3,000, more than half of whom were
at this time Jews. Of the 1,600 to 1,700 Jews whom the Germans found in
Lomazy, most were not local Polish Jews, but from elsewhere, including
from Germany, some even from Hamburg.“ The Germans had deported
these Jews over the previous months to Lomazy as a first step in the two-
stage process of killing them. Although a walled-in ghetto did not constrain
them, the Jews were concentrated in their own section of the city. It took
the men of Second Company about two hours to round up their victims
and to bring them to the designated assembly point, the athletic area
neighboring the town’s school. The roundup proceeded without pity.
The Germans, as Gnade had instructed in the pre—operation meeting,
killed those on the spot who on their own could not make it to the assembly
point. The dedication of the men to their task is summarized in the court
judgment:

The scouring of the houses was carried out with extraordinary thorough-
ness. The available forces were divided into search parties of 2 to 3 police-
men. The witness H. has reported that it was one of their tasks to search
also the cellars and the attics of the houses. The Jews were no longer un-
suspecting. They had learned of what was happening to the members of
their race in the_whole of the Generalgouvernement. They therefore at-
tempted to hide and thus to escape annihilation. Everywhere in the Jewish
quarter there was shooting. The witness H. counted in his sector alone, in a
bloc of houses, about 15 Jews shot to death. After 2 hours or so the easily
surveyed Jewish quarter was cleared?"

The Germans shot the old, the infirm, and the young, on the streets, in their
homes, in their beds.”

That the Germans proceeded with such murderousness in the Lomazy
roundup is noteworthy, since the overall plan for the massacre was intended
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to spare them from shooting the victims themselves. Gnade had announced
in the briefing preceding the operation that a unit of “Trawnikis,” sometimes
known as “Hiwis"7“W~eastern Europeans, mainly Ukrainians who worked as
German auxiliaries in the mass extcrmination—wouId be doing the actual

"killing under Germ-an supervision. F.\"er_v Jew whom each of the Germans
could hring to the gathering point would be :1 _]e\\-' whom that German would

§ himself not lmve lo shoot at close range. lle would spare himself the ordeal,
if indeed it was an ordeal, of having to shoot cowering Jews attempting to

V conceal themselves, an old man in his bed, or an infant. As a group, the Ger-
mans rounding up the Jews did not take advantalge of this opportunity to
forgo closevrzmge, personalized killing.”

k At the athletic area, the Germans separated the men from the women.
'l“hc_\' lingered on the field for hours wailing for the final preparations For the
Lill to he coniplcteil, The livllowing‘ tliree photos show portions ol‘ the assein 1-
hlage, the first two from up close and the third from a distance.

.1101 13/“Polite Battn/i011 101 gmlrdjews on the athletivfield 0fL0mazy be-
fiwre executing I/rem.
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Cl0se—u/> 0flhe_}7em.t on the athlelicfiefd of Lomazy
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View of the assembiedjews ofLomazyfrom edge of the town

that he was proud of his actions, wanting not to conceal the image of him par-
This first photograph shows a German standing in front of the second row tieipating in a genocidal operation but to preserve it for posterity.

Of JCWS El fOl(l€d in i13I1Cl. That ll€ SlIOOCl [‘l'lOlTlCl'lt2ll'lly l'liS Thg fevefsg Side of the third photograph was inscribed the Photogr-3..

back to the Jews under his guard, squarely facing the photographer, suggests pher as I-Qproduced on the next pagc_ _
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4’ ' are s//»"¢»»/76,44’ at
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It says: ,

Condemned Jews / Lomartzie 18 Aug 42 / 1600

This man wrote down the pertinent information, made sure that years later
he would not confuse or forget the accomplishments of the day. By his count,
they killed 1,600 Jews.“

Men qfP0lire Battalion IO! compeljems to dig their own mass grave on the
oulskirts 0fL0ma:_)r.

From the field, a detail of First Platoon led a group of about fifty to sixty
Jews outfitted with spades and shovels to a wooded area more than a thousand
yards away, where the execution would take place. The Germans compelled
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theJews to excavate a large pit for the execution, which can be seen in the pre-
vious photograph filling with W3t€l'.8' The inscription on the back of this pho-
tograph also identifies the scene for posterity:

Jews constructing a mass grave / Lomartczy 18 Aug 1942 / I600

The overdue Hiwis finally arrived, and promptly sat down for breakfast.
In full sight of their imminent victims, the Hiwis, between forty and fifty
strong,“ satisfied their hunger and slaked their thirst, the latter with vodka,
which would make them still more brutal. Gnade and the German comman-
der of the Hiwis also began to drink.83 The Jews, who could not but be
strongly suspicious of what awaited them, watched their killers feast in their
presence before the kill. The Germans, despite the intense heat of the day, let
the Jews have no food or water.

The trek to the execution site then commenced. The bulk of the Jews
began their journey only after Polish peasants brought a long rope which
they had knotted together for the march. For some inexplicable reason, per-
haps according to some bizarre Nazi logic, the Germans ringed the assem-
bled Jews with the rope, with the expectation that this would ensure that
they trudge along in an orderly manner in a column of six or eight abreast
on the death march.“ The Germans shot any Jew who strayed, generally by
falling behind, outside the confines of the moving ring of rope. Because the
pace set by the Germans was brisk, the less fit had trouble keeping up, the
effect of which was severe bunehing at the back of the ring. The fear pro-
duced-among the Jews by the shooting of the stragglers was such that at one
point they surged forward, knocking some of their brethren down. The
fallen were first trampled by others and then, in the words of one of the per-
petrators, Scrgcant licntheim, were “brutally driven forward and also shot”
by the Germans.“ Before reaching the execution staging ground, the
Germans finally dispensed with the ill-conceived and functionally pur-
poscless rope.

When the column neared the execution site, the Germans separated the
men and the women, depositing them at different locations, around fifty yards
from the killing pit. The Germans forced all of the Jews to shed their outer
clothing. The men had to bare their upper bodies completely. Some ended up
naked. The Germans also divested their victims of whatever valuables they
possessed.“ The ignorniny of having to disrobe in public was nothing com-
pared to what awaited the Jews, but it was an ignominy nonetheless. It had an-
other consequence, for this occurred in the middle of August. “I recall vividly
the picture of these Jews, most of whom were undressed to the waist, lying for
several hours in the glare of the sun and getting severely sunburnt. For, after
undressing, theJews had to lie prostrate in a rather confined area and were not
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permitted to move.”8’ When the killing was finally ready to commence, the men
of Second Platoon formed a gauntlet running between the staging ground for

‘the killing and the killing site itself. Successive groups of fifteen to twenty Jews
were forced to run to the killing site's pit, to run the German gauntlet, with the
Germans shouting at them and beating them with rifle butts (Kolben/ziebe) as
they passed by.” As if this general terrorizing and torturing of the victims dur-
iling their final moments of life were not satisfying enough, Gnade selectedjews
of heightened syuribolic value for special treatment. The memory of this, not
surprisingly, was indelibly etched in the mind of one of Gnade’s men.

During these executions I observed still something else which I will never
forget. Even before the executions began, Lieutenant Gnadc himself had
Selected about twenty to twenty-five elderly Jews. They were exclusively
men with full beards. Gnade made these old men crawl on-the ground be-
fore the grave. Before he gave them the command to crawl, they had to un-
dress. While the now completely naked Jews were crawling, Lieutenant
Gnade screamed to those around, “Where are my NCOS, clon’t you yet have
any clubs?“ Thereupon the NCOs went to the edge of the forest, got them-
selves clubs, and then with these clubs rained mighty blows on the
Jews . . . it is my opinion that all of the NCOs of our company complied
with the Lieutenant Gnade’s order and rained blows on the Jews. . . .8’

Having beaten them badly, but not to death, the Germans subsequently shot
these old Jewish men, these, in the Nazified German mind, archetypical Jews.
Why degrade and torture the Jews and especially these old Jews? Was the ex-
tinction of more than a legion of Jews not satisfying enough for these Ger-
mans? Cold, mechanical executioners would have just killed their victims.
Men opposed to the killing would not have first tortured these old, suffering

These Germans were not such emotionless or reluctant functionaries.
The killing site itself presented an unspeakable scene. The pit, seen being

excavated in the photo above, was between 1.6 and 2 yards deep, and about 30
yards wide by 5 5 yards long?“ It sloped down at one end. TheJews were forced
to clamber down the incline and lay themselves face down. The Hiwis, stand-
ing in the pit and using rifles, put a bullet into the back of each Jew’s head. The
next wave of Jews had to lay themselves down‘on top of their bloodied and
skull—bursted predecessors. Using this method, the pit gradually filled up. The
Hiwis, who had continued to drink steadily, were drunk, and therefore aimed
errantly. This caused them to aim badly, even at close range. The bad marks-
manship produced a hair—raising scene, the ghastliness of which is difficult to
imagine and comprehend. Many of thejews were not killed by the bullets. Be-
cause the Germans chose this day not to administer “mercy shots” (Griaden—

Elewish men, would not have created more misery before ending their misery.
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to lay themselves down not just on bloodied bodies, but some of them on if‘
bloodied bodies in their death throes, writhing and emitting human screams, '
articulating their inarticulatable pain. As if this were not gruesome enough,‘
the pit had been dug below the water table. The rising water mixed with blood J J " .

. LL‘
and the bodies floated about a bit. The Hiwis doing the killing had descended K,‘ -». ‘ill
into the pit and stood up to their knees in the bloodied water?‘ Q, -

Many of the Germans were witnesses to the unfolding horror as they *
formed a cordon thirty yards around the pit. The Hiwis eventually became so T. ~
drunk that it was impossible to let them continue. “I feared that they would ‘i
shoot us too,”°’ recounts one German. When Gnade ordered his two lieu-
tenants to have their men replace the Hiwis,” the Germans already knew \
what was expected of them. The lieutenants, according to one of the men, g

. . . informed us that Gnade had ordered that the company be now em— -
ployed as executioners [Schiitzen]. They further said that we should carry
out the execution in the same manner as the Hiwis. We rebelled against it, =.; ;_

. . 1 It ‘~ -as the groundwater in the pit had stood above half a meter. Moreover, ",1
corpses lay or rather floated about the whole area of the pit. I remember , _

. . . . ‘LY .~with particular horror that also during the execution a great number of the 1“ ,
Jews who were shot had not been fatally hit and nonetheless, without being

sput out of their misery {ohne Abgabe van Gnadensrhiissen], were covered by "
it .'\the victims that followed. g . “Y i ‘

. 4 i '>

As this man remembers, he and his comrades decided among themselves to
adopt a different killing stance. “At this conference we agreed that the execu- ._
tion should becarried out by two groups, each numbering 8 to IO men. I
contrast to the modus opemrzdi of the Hiwis, these two execution squads g _
should put themselves on opposite sides of the earth walls of the pit and from‘ "3 ,. . . . it .these positions kill by cross fire.” The men on each side shot the Jews who ‘ - _
lined up at the base of the pit’s wall opposite them. The execution comman- T.
dos shot for perhaps half an hour before being relieved by comrades. First A.
Platoon manned one side of the pit, while either Second or Third Platoon J-"T3
hailed bullets down from the other. - =.

.. ‘L.1 ,

Also, during this operation the members of the platoon were frequently '. it
changed. I mean the roughly ten to twelve shooters were exchanged after t_ ‘ - R
five to six executions. When all the members of the platoon had taken theif * l ‘iii,
turns, one began anew with the first groups, so that each group had to carry , ix -
out for a second time five to six executions. . . . I am further of the opinion , " ' 1 ,, J
that apart from a few indispensable men doing guard duty, no one was 1‘

2 -.1 , M it into the country. This was entirely possible, as,-the. latoons of the '_ i."

. , 5 M
_ g spared from participating in the execution with the exception of some who i K ,
l if - . ‘Q

I...- gpoups in part perf _ med different task‘ . ' \ - '3
.' r 11 4- ' Igt. it

*1 i ' ‘
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This killer remembers that the Germans shot for about two hours. The
Hiwis, who in the meantime had soberpd themselves up, some of them hav-
ing fallen asleep on the grass, replaced the Germans and continued killing for
at least another hour. They too now killed from above the pit, though some of
them again descended into the body- and bloorhfilled cavity.“ The pit even-
tually was overflowing with corpses. “I can still picture the scene,” remarks
one German, “and thought at the time, that one would simply not be able to
cover the corpses with dirt.“°5 J

Approximately 1,700 Jewish men, women, and children died in this hor-
rible manner, a significant number of whom,,,by chance, were German Jews
from, among other places, the battalion’s home, Hamburg?" Some endured
what was twelve hours of mental and physical torture before receiving a bul-
let in the head. Starting with the shock of having been wrested from sleep and
driven from their houses by the marauding Germans, they had to endure the
hours at the assembly field, followed by the murderous march to the execu-
tion staging place. Except for the first batch of victims, all of them heard the
agonies of their fellowJews as they were first driven with blows from the Ger-
mans to the pit and then forced to descend into a version of hell. After hear-
ing the screams and the salvos announcing the Jews’ final disposition (some
of the victims had to listen to them for hours), each Jew" made the same jour-
ney. Late in the afternoon, the Germans and their Hiwis finally finished the
gruesome slaughter, except for one final detail. A group of about twenty Jews
had been left alive to shovel dirt atop the execution pit, now a mass grave.
Some of theJews, writhing below, were thereby buried alive. N0 matter to the
Germans, who promptly killed these momentarily spared, grave-sealingjews.

Second Cornpany’s massacre in Lornazy is instructive tin a number of
matters. Its intended logistics and character differed markedly, from those of
theJozefow slaughter; it was supposed to have followed more closely the pat-
tern of an Eirzsarzkommrmdo killing.” The Germans had planned it to be less
individualized, to place less of a psychological burden on the killers, by dele-
gating the dirty work to the Hiwis and by using more of an assembly-line
method instead of the piecework manner ofJozefow. Reflecting back to Joze-
fow, it appears that the green, untutored police battalion had improvised the
first time around, and only later had learned of a more appropriate technique,
the one that distanced the killers somewhat from the victims and the gore of
the work, Their ill-preparedness for the Jozefow killing illustrates how cava»~
lier the German command was about these things. Returning to Lomazy,
though, it is clear that the procedures taken to render the killing easier for the
men were, in fact, not necessary and were violated as the day unfolded. The
men of this company had already acclimated themselves to their vocation?”

The Lomazy killing is illuminating for reasons other than those suggested
by comparison with its predecessor in Jozefow. First, the Germans did not
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here sort out, spare, and husband for work the so~»called able-bodied "Lomazy
Jews. Their objective was to kill Jews without regard to other possible obiec—
tives. Second, the Germans’ cruelty throughout the day bespoke their atti-
tudes towards their victims and their task. And the cruelty that they allowed
their minions to perpetrate was incessant; as one of the Germans describes it,
“the cruelties occurred from the staging ground [Abladeplatz] to the pit.”°"
Third, when Gnade ordered the Germans to replace the Hiwis, they balked at
his order for them to enter the gruesome pit, but not at the order itself They
did disobey a part of his order, the part that they found unsavory. And they
had their way. Fourth, it is curious that the Germans would tolerate such li-
centious, unprofessional, and even dangerous conduct on the part of their
Hiwis, who by no means seemed unwilling-quite the contrary—-to kill their
share of Jews. Fifth, there was no pretense on virtually anyone’s part at this“!
massacre that any military rationale was motivating the killing. The Germans
knew that their country’s policy in Poland was genocidal, and that genocide,
the desire to rid the earth of the putativeJewish scourge, was its own rationale,
in need of no other. It was thus a day for each in his own way to have his fun
with the Jews, even if it got too messy for the taste of some.

V After the Germans had made Lomazy judenrein, the men of Second‘
Company returned to their various garrisons elsewhere. Sergeant Belte-
meier’s group remained in Lornazy, having arrived there over a week before
the killing. Their stay in Lomazy appears, from the photographic record, to
have agreed with them. They took formal group portraits in front of the
school adjacent to the athletic field, which served as the assembly point for the
slaughter of the _]ews.'°° They also took less formal photographs, including
one in which the Germans are assembled somewhat informally for their por-
trait, looking rather happy. Others captured the men in unguarded moments,
and posing in a friendly manner with some of the presumably Polish residents
of Lomazy, including children. Although it is not known whether such can-
did shots were taken before or after the gruesome massacre that reduced the
population of Lomazy by more than half, Bekemeier’s men posed for another
photograph right before their final departure from Lomazy, days after the
mass slaughter. The Germans’ desire to have a photographic testament to
their stay in Lomazy, with their obvious good cheer displayed for the camera,
was their own contemporary final commentary on the time they passed in this
town, its defining feature having been their transformation of a half—Jewish
town to ajudenrein one. Theirs was a profound social revolution. And few so-
cial revolutionaries gaze with unhappiness on those whom they have expro-
priated. In this case, the expropriated lost their lives.

These two early major killing operations of Police Battalion 101 are de-
scribed here at some length, in order to convey what they were likefivr the
perpetrators. The questions of how the Germans could have brought them-
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selves to act in the manner that they did, and why they did not seek to avoid
participating in the siaughters take on a different light when the details of

“their actions and the choices that they made are considered. The men of
jP0lice Battalion ioi rounded up, deported, and slaughtered Jews on many
lothcr occasions. These killing operations could also be described in horrific
jdetail, the accounts based mainly on the perpetrators‘ own testimony, but,
[owing to space limitations, only some of them are even fleetingly discussed.
iwith variations, they were on a par for cruelty and gruesomeness with the
killing operations of Jozefow and Lomazy. Their description would pro-
vide only more evidence to substantiate the portrait of the battalion being
drawn here.

During the fall of 1942, the men of Police Battalion IOI conducted nu-
merous additional major killing and other operations against the Jews of the
Lublin region. In some they shot the Jews themselves; in others they dc-
ported the Jews to extermination camps. Whether characterized by mass
shootings or deportations to the gas chambers, the killing operations followed
a simiiar structure. They began with roundups of the kind described, during
which the Germans shot the old, sick, and young in their homes and on the
streets. The Germans brought the Jews to some central location, like a mar-
ket square, where they typically, though not always, separated the so-called
able-bodied Jews and sent them to a “work” camp. The Jews also frequently
spent some time waiting at the assembly point until the arrangements were
compieted for their final disposition. Typically, the waiting time was used to
degrade and torture the victims, whether at the hands of the battalion men
themselves or at the hands of the Hiwis or the other German security forces
who sometimes worked in conjunction with Police Battalion IOI. When they
were finally ready, the Germans marched the Jews either to the waiting rail-
way cars, cramming them in with kicks, blows, and lashes, or to the chosen
killing location, where they shot one group ofJews after another. Their major
killing operations against the Jews that fall were:““

iiLo_cati0r1 Date Victims_ _ V WW Operation

Jozefow
Lublin District
Lomazy
Parczew
Miedzyrzec
Serokornla
Taicyn/Kock

Radzyn
Lukow

July I942
from July I942
August 1942
August 1942
August I942
September 1942
September 1942

October 1942
October 1942

I ,5oo Jews
Jews, 1 oos
1 ,7oo Jews
5,000 Jews

t 1 ,ooo Jews
200 Jews
200 Jews,
79 Poles

2,000 Jews
7,000 Jews

shooting
repeated small roundups
shooting
deportation to death camp
deportation to death campm
shooting "
shooting

deportation to death camp
deportation to death camp

l
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Parczew October 1 942 too Jews
Konskowola October I942 1,100 Jews
Miedzyrzec October and November, 1942
Biala 4,300 Jews
Biala Podlaska county 6,000 Jews
Kornarowka 600 Jews
Wohyn 800 Jews
Czemierniki 1 ,ooo Jews
Radzyh 2,000 Jews

Lublin District from October Jews, many zoos
I942

Lukow November 1943

shooting
shooting

deportation to death camp
deportation to death camp
deportation to death camp
deportation to death camp
deportation to death camp
deportation to death camp
“Jew—hunts"

3,000 Jews deportation to death camp

Because the Germans managed to kill most of the region’s Jews by the new
year, Police Battalion 101 engaged in fewer large-scale killing operations in
1943, concentrating during that year on smaller ones. The large ones were:

Location Date Kiftints Operation

Miedzyrzec May 1943 3,000 Jews deportation to death camp
Maidanek November 1 943 1 6,500 Jews shooting
Poniatowa November 1943 r4,ooo Jews shooting

The year’s killing culminated in the November I943 immense slaughter in
Majdanek and Poniatowa, which was part of the German—dubbed Operation
Erntefist (Operation Harvest Festival). All told, the men in Police Battalion
101 participated in killing operations in which they, alone or together with
others, shot or deported to their deaths well over eighty thousand Jews.

The large»scale massacres and deportations that were the signal events of
Police Battalion 1o1’s existence in Poland were not the only contribution its
men made to the fulfillment of Hitlcr’s genocidal scheme. Wherever they
were stationed, they were continuously engaged in killing smaller groupings
of Jews that were to be found in their areas.

Our main task consisted in the annihilation ofJews. At these “actions” Jews
living in small localities, villages, and estates were liquidated. From time to
time under the leadership of Sergeant Steinmetz, the platoon would set out
on lorries. . . . In the localities the houses were searched forjews. Again, the
infirm and the sick were shot in the houses and the rest of the Jews at the
outskirts of the locality. In each of these operations ten to forty persons
were liquidated, the number varying with the size of the locality. The Jews
had to lie down and were killed by bullets in the back of the neck. In no case
were graves dug. The commando did not concern itself with burial. Alto-
gether about ten operations of this kind might have been done, which dealt
exclusively with the annihilation of the Jews . . .
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There were always adventurers and volunteers who together ' with. . . . . ,0
Sergeant Steinmetz took these buildings [sic] first and shot the Jews. 3

The Germans’ killing of Jews found living in small communities or estates re-
sembled in procedure the large ones, except in scale. Yet if the large killing OP-
erations made the deepest impression on the killers, suggesting the historic
importance of their activities, the frequent small ones made the killing ofJews
a normal constituent feature of their days and lives. That this man and others
understood the extermination of the Jews to have been their primary activity
is due, to a large extent, to the great frequency of their engagement in it. Con-
tributing to the sense that the perpetrators had of themselves as being above
all else genocidal agents were the regular patrols they went on, in order to
search out Jews hiding in the countryside and kill them. These “search—and—
destroy“ missions (this is my appellation) differed in Character from the large
killings that have been described. They differed in scale, not just in the num-
ber of victims, which could be as few as one or two people, but also in the num-
ber of Germans who manned them. The search-and-deSt1’0Y missions also
demanded a degree of individual initiative that during the destruction of
ghettos was required generally only of those (though this was often a large
number) who searched through the Jews’ homes for the hidden. “Today I still
remember exactly that we were already right before the bunker when a five-
year-old boy came out crawling. He was immediately grabbed by a policeman
and led aside. This policeman then set the pistol to his neck and shot him. He
was an active policeman [Beamter] who when with us was employed as a med-
ical orderly. He was the only medical orderly of the platoon.”‘°“ =

Police Battalion IOI, like other German forces, had received the Sr/mass-
bejE'l1l,'°~‘ mandating that they shoot allJews found outside the ghettos and ap-
proved areas in Poland. Essentially, it bestowed upon the most junior men of
Police Battalion 101 executive power over capital decisions regarding Jews.
Each was deemed to be a fit judge and executioner. The men of Police Bat-
talion 101 proved the trust in them to have been well placed.

Whenever the men of Police Battalion 101 learned (often from Polish in-
formers) or suspected that Jews were living or hiding in a certain area, they
formed a detachment of a size sufficient for the expected task, sought Out the
Jews, and, if found, killed them.'°° Sometimes the Germans’ information re-
garding the Jews' whereabouts was very specific, sometimes vague. The
forces assembled for search-and-destroy missions varied in size from com»
pany strength to a few men. These variations, however, were but tertiary fac-
tors in the ongoing, coordinated German sweeping of the countryside, which
was necessary if Poland were indeed to becomejudenrein, free of Jews.

l
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The search-and—destroy missions, which began in the fall of 1942 and
continued throughout 1943, together with the slaughter ofJews living in small
groups in towns and on estates, became the main operational activity of the
men of Police Battalion 101. Many of them have testified to the great fre-
quency of these missions. In fact, so many of the men went on so many search-
and-destroy missions that after the War they had difficulty recollecting the
details of them. The missions blur together. ‘"7 A member of Second Company
recalls: “From the diverse locations of our platoon, every week several opera-
tions were started. They were aimed at the so-called pacification of the area
entrusted to us. It goes without saying that in the course of the general pa-
trolling we were alert to the presence of Jews and if we met any we shot them
on the spot.’"°8 A member of Third Company relates that “it is entirely true
that after the completion of a [killing] action, operations against Jews were fre-
quently undertaken. . . . It may be true of me as well that I participated in ten
to twelve such operations. The number of victims ranged from two to twenty.
The number of times Herr Nehring and I participated applies also to the other
members of the platoon.”'°° These missions were so frequent and so success-
ful, according to another man of Third Company, that from the beginning of
August I942 until the end of August 1943, “almost daily stray Jews who had
been chanced upon by any squad in the field were shot on the spot.”"°

The men of Police Battalion 101 undertook both mop-up operations
after large killings and search-and—dest-roy missions in the surrounding re-
gion. This was true of the group under Sergeant Bekemeier which remained
in Lomazy after the August 19 extermination of the city’s Jews. A few days
after the massacre, the rest of Second Company having already returned to
the garrison locations, Bekemeier’s men combed through the ghetto that had
a few days earlier been teeming with life, and found about twenty Jews~
men, women, and children. They took them to the woods, forced them to lay
themselves on the ground without undressing, and shot them in the back of
their heads (Genickschusr) with pist0ls.'" The small detachment of around
twenty men who were under Bekemeier’s command were acting indepen-
dent of the supervision of superiors. Whether they found a few more or a
few fewer Jews made no difference vis-£1-vis the battalion command. The
command had no way of knowing how many Jews were really on the loose.
Even if it had, the locally stationed men could have conjured up any num-
bers that they wanted, since noevidence of killings was requested or pro-
vided. Such killings were so routine and so expected that the Germans
treated them as part of the normal fabric of life and therefore did not see
them as noteworthy. When Beiremeier’s men did find Jews, they not only
killed them but, in one instance that has been described, they, or at least
Belremeier, also had fun with them beforehand:
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One episode has been preserved in my memory to this day. Under the com-
mand of Sergeant Bekemeier we had to convey a transport of Jews to some
place. He had the Jews crawl through a water hole and sing as they did it.
When an old man could not walk anymore, which was when the crawling
episode was finished, he shot him at close range in the mouth. . . ."’

After Bekemeier had shot the Jew, the latter raised his hand as if to ap-
peal to God and then collapsed. The corpse of the Jew was simply left lying.
We did not concern ourselves with it."3

One photograph that was available for the photo albums of these execu-
tioners shows Bekemeier and his men holding their bicycles and posing with
evident pride as they prepare to embark on the sort of patrol that led so fre-
quently to their slaughter of Jews. The following photograph shows Lieu-
tenant Gnadc with his men on a search-and-destroy mission.

5.»

Lieutenant Gnade and his men hmniizg through the countryside flrr hidden
jcms

These photographic mementos, so innocent-looking to the uninitiated, were
replete with significance for the Germans of Police Battalion 101.

A search-and-destroy mission that harvested among the greatest number
of Jewish corpses occurred near Konskowola. Members of Third Company
had been ordered by Hoffmann to an area where reports indicated Jews to be
hiding. They came across a series of underground bunkers, whereupon they
yelled for the Jews to come out. Silence greeted them. The Germans threw in
tear-gas grenades, which revealed to them something of their victims:

3
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“. . . from the bunkers rang out the cries and whimpers of women and chil-
dren.” The Germans again ordered them to come out, to no effect. “And
when no one emerged, hand grenades were thrown into the bunker. I re-
member that hand grenades were thrown again and again until it had become
completely lifeless inside the bunker in question. . . . I cannot state the exact
number of victims because we did not excavate the bunker after finishing the
operation. Nor did we verify the deaths of the occupants/’“‘*

In the organized ghetto liquidations, the Germans operated in large for-
mation, in a situation structured according to their commander’s design,
which did constrain their actions, even if they were always able to find oppor-
tunities for personal expression in the form of gratuitous brutality. On search-
and-destroy missions, in contrast, small groups of comrades, with minimal
supervision, leisurely riding or walking through the countryside, were free to
search zealously or lcthargically, with keenness or inattentively. When findingj
Jews, they had a free hand to treat them as they wanted to, whether their in-
nermost wishes were to kill them or not. They could degrade and torture the
Jews before killing them, or just kill them. They could try to kill them while
inflicting as little additional suffering as possible, be unconcerned about such
matters, or perpetrate gratuitous degradations and brutalities on the victims.
The killers’ own testimony about the search~and-destroy missions reveals men ‘
who acted with zeal, and at the very least with disregard for the suffering of I
their Jewish victims, who were frequently women and children. These Ger-
mans do not claim that they purposely failed to find Jews or that they tried f
their best to inflict as little suffering on them. Indeed, in a matter-of-fact man-
ner, they report on their routine success in uncovering and killingjews, and on
the cavalier fashion in which they did so. It is not surprising that these Ger-
mans failed to spare Jews; they undertook the avowedly genocidal patrols--
which were so frequent that one man describes them and therefore the killing
of Jews as having been “more or less our daily bread”"~*—with unmistakable
alacrity. The killers admit that it was the norm for men to volunteer for mis-
sions to find, ferret out, and annihilate more Jews. The killers also tell us that?“
typically, more men volunteered than was required to fill out a given mis-
Si0n."6 It is safe to say that these ordinary Germans wanted to kill the Jews.

The only rationale for the search-and-destroy missions was genocide,
and it was understood as such. The Germans in this poiice battalion did not
encounter‘ one single case of armed resistance from the Jews on all the search-
and-destroy missions that they undertook.” Many of the men went on ma
such missions. For them it was a hunt, pure and simple, the purpose of which
was to denude the countryside of the offending beasts. The Germans them-
selves conceived of these missions in this manner. Among themselves, they
tellingly called a search-and-destroy mission a “Jew-hunt” (]udenjagd)="3
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The Germans’ use of the term “]ew—hunt” was not casual. It expressed
the killers’ conception of the nature of their activity and the attendant erno»
tion. Theirs was the exterminatory pursuit of the remnants of a particularly
pernicious species that needed to be destroyed in its entirety. Moreover, the
word ‘jagd ” has a positive Gefiihlswert, a positive emotive valence. Hunting
is a pleasurable pursuit, rich in adventure, involving no danger to the hunter,
and its reward is a record of animals slain—in the case of the men of this po-
lice battalion and other German “jew-hunters,” a record of Jews ferreted out
and killed. " O

BASED ON THEIR activities and on the revelations contained in their own
testimony, the men of Police Battalion IOI can be aptly described as members
of a “genocidal cohort” (Vrilkermorrikohnrre), and it cannot be doubted that
they conceived of themselves as such: “Our main task continued to consist,
however, in the annihilation of the ]ews."“° Their devotion to annihilating
theJews was such that they would even postpone operations against real par-
tisans, against the people who posed a real military threat to them, in order to
undertake search—and-destroy missions against the _Iews.“° The descriptions
and analyses of their actions here suggest that these Germans viewed the
genocidal killing, their primary activity in Poland, and themselves favorably.
They repeatedly showed initiative in killing and did not shirk their assigned
tasks, though they couitl have without punishment. They gave priority to the
killing of jews and even acted with cruel abandon. Their dedication to the
genocidai slaughter was such that they persisted in it despite the gruesome»
ness which, though conveyed here at times graphically and in some detail, is
difficult, perhaps impossible, to imagine and comprehend for anyone who has
not been a party to similar scenes. Much of the killing was also personalized,
in that the men often faced their victims one on one. Frequently, they were
facing children.
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POLICE BATTALION 101:

ASSESSING THE MEN7S MOTIVES

ow SHOULD WE understand the Germans in Police Battalion rot,
whose deeds encompass not only the killings and deportations but
aiso the manner in which the men conducted them? On the face of

it, these Germans’ actions appear to have been incompatible with a principled
disapproval of the genocidal slaughter ofjews. Actions sometimes do express
their own motivation, at least approximately Still, the perpetrators’ under-
standing of their actions, and the motivations for their actions becomes still

5

clearer when certain specific issues and their lives in Poland are investigated
in greater depth.

_ Casting a comparative glance at the other national group whose members
Police Battalion IOI slaughtered is instructive. In addition to having been as-
signed an important role in the extermination of Polish Jewry, the men of
Police Battalion IOI were charged with “pacifying” their region. As a conse-
quence, they sometimes massacred Poles. Partisans were active, even if not
nearly as troublesome at this time as some have claimed, and they inflicted
damage on German forces and installations, eventually on Poiice Battalion
101 itself. In Poland, as elsewhere, the Germans practiced draconian occupa-
tion policies. Casualties suffered by Germans were multiplied fif'ty~ or one-
hundred-fold when the Germans revenged themseives on innocent Polish
civilians.
I On September 25, 1942, a detachment of Third Company was ambushed
in Talcyn during an operation to trap two I‘€S!S[8l'lCE fighters. One of the Ger-
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. mans, a sergeant, was killed. Even though Police Battalion IOI was alreadyl . . . . . .
' complicit in the liilllflg of around twenty thousand Jews, this may have been

‘ the first casualty suffered by its men during the three months that they had
then completed in Poland, which may shed some light on their staggeringly
violent reaction to it. Major Trapp submitted a report of over two and a half

‘I single—space pages, recounting in great detail the events preceding, during,
l and following the ambush—-all because of the death of one sergeant in an oc-
cupied, hostile territory. More significantly, the Germans exacted retribution

,‘ for what Trap}%in an unwitting testament to selective compassion and to a
stunning lack of self-reflectivenesswcalled in his report the “cowardly mur-

__..._,._._--...-=-s

fider” (fizige Mordmt). Four platoons, led by Trapp himself, first combed the
area around Talcyn for partisans, without success. They had been instructed
to take two hundred lives in retribution for the German's death. So they as-
sembled the three hundred Polish inhabitants of the village, choosing, how-
ever, only seventy-eight (there may have been some women and children

, mong them), and shot them at the ccmctcry.' What was Trapp’s attitude to-
wards the killing of Poles? One of his men was struck by it: “I can still recall
very vividly that our battalion commander was very shaken after this action.
He even wept. He was what one would call a fine human being and I deem it

jipipossible that it was he who had ordered the shooting of the hostages.“
rapp—who years later, despite having led his men in mass murder, is rc-

markably pronounced “a fine human being”—was not content to inflict the
full toll of two hundred deaths on the village where his man hadbeen am-
bushed and killed, a village which he himself reported was “known for a long
time as a notorious nest of [bandit] accornplicesf" So the men of Police Bat-
talion tot traveled five miles to where they could lay their hands on someJews
in Kock’s Jewish quarter. They proceeded to slaughter 180 Jews “as a further
retributive measure.“ This man does not say that Trapp became unsettled
and agitated after they killed the Jews.

This illustrative episode juxtaposes the Germans’ attitudes towards Poles
and Jews. They did indeed kill the Poles, according to a punitive military ra-
tionale that was, if normal for German occupation forces, a crime against the
victims. Yet they chose to spare an additional 122 Poles whom they ought to
have killed according to their orders. Trapp, who had in the last two and one
half months led his men on killing operations claiming about twenty thou-
sand Jewish lives, was “shaken” at having killed fewer than one hundred
Poles! He cried. And it was not just Trapp who was disturbed by the killing
of Poles. Some of the men expressed afterwards their desire not to undertake
any more missions of this sort.5 Trapp also, in an act of solicitude never
shown towardsjewish victims, sent one of his men to calm the women, holed
up in a schoolroom, whose husbands the Germans were shooting.“ The Ger-
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mans acted that day as if some Nazi rule of thumb guided them, namely that
no mass slaughter should be visited on a population without available Jews
falling lifeless as well-—in this case, by a better than two-to-one ratio to the
Poles. The men of Police Battalion rot went to a city that was not proximate
to the scene of the crime, where they slaked their Jewish blood-lust by killing
Jews, and by killing a significantly greater number of them than their quota
even required. Trapp, moved to tears by the killing of Poles, turned around
and initiated the killing of Jews, Jews whose relationship to the offending act
was non-existent, except in the Nazified German mind, in which the Jews
were considered to be a metaphysical enemy.’

After this “retributive killing,” Police Battalion 101 participated in a
large-scale retributive slaughter of Poles, following the killing in Biala Pod-
laska of a Nazi Party official. Police Battalion rot was ordered into action to-
gether with Wehrmacht units and eastern European SS auxiliary troops.
Trapp tried to keep his men out of the thick of things, succeeding in having
them do no more than comb the woods, leaving the killing and the burning of
the villages to the Hiwis?

When compared to the obvious distaste and reluctance shown by Police
Battalion 101 in itsvcomparatively small—scale revenge killings of Poles, the
men’s zealous and dedicated slaughtering of Jews stands in sharp relief. The
killing of Poles was a regrettable necessity. Towards Jews all inhibitions had
fallen from them. Yet the men’s comparative gusto in killing Jews is not all
that distinguishes it. Their willingness to be seen by others, including loved
ones, as genocidal executioners also reveals their approval of the deeds.
Among others, at least two of the officers, Lieutenant Paul Brand and Cap-
tain Wohlauf, the commander of First Company, had their wives by their
sides while they were killing in Poland. Wohlauf had earlier returned to Ham~
burg shortly after Police Battalion tor arrived in Poland, in order to go
through with an already scheduled wedding, which took place on June 29,
I942. He then caught up with his comrades, while his wife delayed a bit, join-
ing him and the battalion shortly after their first major killing in Jozefow. She
stayed with the battalion for at least several weeks and several killing opera-
tions, and participated in one, if not two, of the large ones.°

Wohlauf’s wife attended the day-long killing operation that the entire
battalion conducted at Miedzyrzec on August 25. The roundup, the driving
of theJews from their homes to the market square, was perhaps the most bru-
tal and licentious of all those that Police Battalion 101 conducted. The men
left hundreds of dead Jews strewn about the streets. The scene at the market
square was also among the most gruesome. Some of the notable features in-
cluded the Germans forcing the Jews to squat for hours in the burning sun so
that many fainted, and shooting anyJew who did nothing more than stand up.
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The market square became littered with the dead." Such shootings naturally’
included many children, who found it particularly difficult to remain immo-
bile in such discomfort for hours on end. The Hiwis and some of the Ger~
mans in the Mied7,yr7,ec's German Cmdarn1eri¢' also used the occasion to
satisfy their lust for cruelty. They entertained themselves by flogging jews
with \\'ltips." Not only was Ftaurwohlauf a party to all of this, but so were the
wives of some of the locally stationed Germans, as well as a group of German
Red Cross nurses." Frau Wohlauf, if conforming to her usual practice, prob~
ably carried that symbol of domination, a riding whip, with her." That day,
she and the other German women got to observe firsthand how their men
were purging the world of the putative jewish menace, by killing around one
thousand and dcporting ten thousand more to their deaths. This is how the
pregnant Fm u \Vohlat1f spent her honeymoon.

If Wohlauf and the other officers did not care that their labors were ob~
served by his wife, by other German women, even by Red Cross nurses, many
of the men of Police Battalion tot thought that at least the presence of Frau
\Vohlauf was inappropriate. One man tells of his reaction: “On the day of the
‘action,‘ I myself saw Frau Wohlauf dressed in normal clothes on the market
place of Miedzyrzcc. Not just once, but frequently over a long period of time.
I too was astonished at the behavior of our Company Commander and his
spouse, and it made me angry all the more so, since our Company Comman-
der knew full well before an ‘action’ What was going to happen.’"‘ Another
man tells of the general reaction in the battalion: “Moreover, my comrades
told me of their anger that the wife of our Company Commander watched the
evacuation, although she was pregnant.”‘5 Their objections bespeak no shame
at what they were doing, no desire to conceal from others their contribution
to mass annihilation and torture, but rather a sense of chivalry and propriety
that Frau WohIauf‘s presence violated, particularly since this ghetto clearing
was, even by their standards, unusually brutal and gruesome.“ That it was
this woman in particular who was not supposed to see such things is clear be-
cause they did not object to the presence of other women, including Lieu~
tenant Brand’s wife, who at one point apparently also observed them in
action. Although they may have generally believed that women should not be
exposed to such horrors, it was this woman, because she was pregnant, whose
presence aroused them. The emphasis on her pregnancy makes it clear that
the men were agitated because of possible damage to her sensibilities and per-
son. liiving with the battalion, Frau Wohlauf already knew of their genocidal
killing; by having been in Miedzyrzec she was acquiring no fundamentally
new knowledge, except perhaps of the details of such an operation. That it
was her “condition” and her welfare that was the cause of the men’s agitation
is testified to by the wife of Lieutenant Brand: “I remember exactly that a
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Vera Wohlaufand
Captain Juliur VI/ohlazt/'

short while later Major Trapp denounced this incident publicly and declared
something to the effect that he thought it outrageous that women who are in
a state of pregnancy should witness such a thing.“ Trapp chose toinform the
women of his anger while many of his men were in attendance. Frau Brand
explains: “By public denunciation I mean that Major Trapp delivered his
statements before a rather large gathering of officers and NC-OS, and in the
presence of various wives who were staying with their husbands as visitors,
including also me.”" The men of Police Battalion 101 voiced no general ob-
jection to having had Frau Wohlauf, Frau Brand, and other women living
with their battalion in Poland, fully knowledgeable of their genocidal killing
of _]ews that was, as two of the men put it, their “daily bread/"8 Indeed,
Trapp was comfortable enough with what they were doing that he was will-
ing to discuss it openly with the wornen in front of many of his men. He
merely wanted to make it clear that their killing operations were scenes to
which the women, especially the pregnant Frau Wohlauf, would not be di-
rectly exposed any further. Their killing operations were, after all, usually vi-
olcnt and gruesome.
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More generally, beyond Police Battalion IOI, the perpetrators who oper-
ated in Poland and elsewhere also voiced no objection tohaving their deeds
known to those beyond their immediate genocidal cohort, including to
women and to loved ones. German women—the perpetrators’ wives and girl-
friends, as well as secretaries, nurses, employees of economic enterprises, and
entertainers-were everywhere in Poland, which meant that they learned of
the genocidal slaughter; the Germans’ extermination of Polish Jewry, com-
prising around to percent of the entire Polish population, was, after all, com-
mon knowledge. The German security police’s own reports on the mood of
the people in the Lublin District tell again and again that the Germans’ and
Poles’ knowledge of the mass extermination of the Jews was extensive. Ac-
cording to one member of the security police, the fate of the Jews was dis-
cussed in all German offices, including in post offices and on trains. That the
Germans were gassing the Jews was, according to him, an open secret.” An»-
other German who had been stationed in Lublin admits in a memorable
phrase how open and widespread discussion of the systematic slaughter of
Jews had been: “The sparrows sang about it from the roofs.”“° Lieutenant
Brand’s wife—in recounting an incident in which one German was brazen
about his lust for Jewish blood—also indicates the temper of the free and un-
concealed discussion about the genocidal enterprise:

l was sitting one morning at breakfast with my husband in the garden of his
lodgings when an ordinary policeman of his platoon came up to us, snapped
to attention, and declared: “Lieutenant, I have not yet had breakfast."
When my husband looked at him quizzically, he declared further: “I have
not yet bumped off any Jews." The whole thing sounded so cynical that I
indignantly reprimanded the man in harsh words and also called him, I be-
lieve, a scoimdrcl [Lrrnrpcn]. My husband sent the policeman away and, to

4 boot. then reproachcd me_ erplaining that by my statements l would bring
‘i, great trouble down onto my licatl.“

For the perpetrators in general and the men of Police Battalion 101 in partic-
ular, it was line for women to possess knowledge of their genocidal operations.
'()t}1ei'\rise. the Germans would not have allowed so many women, if only as
witnesses, to have been a party to the brutal persecution and killing of Jews.
But, for some. the direct exposure of women to the gruesomeness, to the vi-
sual horrors_ of the campaign of extermination was deemed to be improper.

*9 \Like soldiers from many eras, who would have become incensed had women
been allowed beside them in battle, the men of Police Battalion I01 thought it
a iob fit only for men, or at least not for pregnant women. They, like soldiers,
could at once have objected to the presence of women, without being ashamed
of their own activities as warriors in the service of their nation.
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The Germans’ openness about their genocidal slaughtering~—-maicing it
available to the view of so many other German men and women who hap-
pened to be stationed in Poland—is but an indication of the perpetrators’ ob-
vious approval of their historic deeds. Yet nothing betrays the falseness o
their routine postwar denials of their approval of, indeed their pride in, the
killings, more than the photographs that the Germans in Police Battalion rot
took mcmorializing their time in Poland, of which only some unknown per-
centage has come to light. These Germans’ willingness to make an extensive
photographic record of their deeds, including their killing operations, in
which they appear with cheerful and proud demeanors as men entirely com-
fortable with their environment, their vocation, and with the images that are
being preserved, is compelling evidence that they did not conceive of them-
selves as having been engaged in crime, let alone in one of the greatest crimes
of the century. The following photograph illustrates to us, as it celebrated for
the Germans, their active disregard for the dignity of Jews, their denial that
Jews possessed dignity. It is an example of the Germans’ use of the socially
dead Jews as playthings For their own satisfaction.“

A mrm from Po/ice Battalion 101 amuse: /1imse[/and the beaming Cermzm
onlookers with lheirjemzkh play!/1ings.

Photographic evidence, as the cliche tells us, often conveys more than do
many words of testimony. Yet few words can intensify the communicative
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power of the visual evidence of a photograph as do those that this preening
German penned on the reverse side of this revealing image. “He should work,
but he must be clean-shaven” (Arbeiren sol] er, aber Rasirt [sic] muss er rein).
The German was not merely recording the event but giving his ironic com-
mentary on it.“ Degrading Jews in this manner, namely by cutting off their
beards, was a common practice among Germans of the time. It was doubly
symbolic. It represented the absolute mastery of the photographed German
over the Jew. The Jew, a grown man, had no choice but to stand by as another
abridged his sovereignty over his own body by cutting away his beard, a sym~
bol of his manhood. The personal desecration was done, moreover, in front
of the camera’s recording eye, ensuring that the victim‘s shame would be dis-
played to people for years to come. This simple act conveyed unequivocallyw
to the German, to the Jew, and to all who watched, contemporaneously or
later-the virtually limitless power of the shearer over his victim. The act,
and its enjoyment by others, bespeaks a mind-set found among “masters”
dealing with the socially dead, particularly during those moments when they
mark them physically in order to convey to them that they possess no honor.“
What better way for a man to display to his children and grandchildren his
heroics during the war for the German Volk’s survival than to have such a tes-
tament? The second symbolic aspect of the deed was the choice of the beard,
which was not haphazard. Just as Gnade selected bearded, old Jewish men to
beat at the killing of Lomazy, iust as the Police Battalion 309 men in Bialystok
set the beards of Jews on fire, and just as Germans frequently and sponta-
neously cut Jews’ beards during the Hoiocaust, so too did this man create a
record of his separating this Jew from the luxuriant growth that Germans
identified with Jewry.

The photographs that the Germans in Police Battalion 101 made as keep-
sakes of their work in Poland were generously shared among the entire battal-
ion. They were not private mementos, furtively taken, guarded, and husbanded
by individuals. The afiirmative atmosphere that reigned within the battalioii
regarding their work took on an almost celebratory, festive quality in the pub-
lic displaying and sharing of the photographs. “I would like to remark on these
photographs. They were laid out hanging on the wall and anyone, as he pleased,
could order copies of them. I too acquired these photographs through such an
order, even though I had not always participated in the events that the pho-

l tographs depict. If my memory serves me right, most of the photographs had
l been taken by a member of the company’s 0llice.’"5 It is as if they were saying:

/i “Here is a great event. Anyone who wants to preserve for himself images of the
l heroic accomplishments can order copies.” It is reminiscent of travelers pur-

chasing postcards or asking for duplicates of friends’ snapshots that have cap-
tured favorite vistas and scenes from an enjoyable and memorable trip.
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The photographs serve as two kinds of evidence. Not only did the men
want to adorn their photo albums with images from their genocidal opera-
tions. The images themselves are also revealing. Photographs taken in o-
mazy and elsewhere remind us to question the prevailing views that hold
these Germans to have been frightened, coerced, unwilling, disapproving, or
horrified killers of people whom they considered to be innocent. Indeed,
some of the photos capture men who look tranquil and happy, and others
show them in poses of pride and joy as they undertake their dealings with
their Jewish victims. It is difficult to see in the photographs men who viewed
the killing to be a crime. Yet, as eloquent as they are, the photographs de-
scribed and reproduced to this point seem almost mute compared to two oth-
ers. The first one was taken in Radzyn, likely sometime between late August
and October 1942. From a period when the battalion was carrying out several
of its large mass killings and brutal dcportations, it memorializes a group of
officers from the battalion staff and First Company sitting outdoors around
a long table with the wives of two of the officers, Frau Brand and Frau
Wohlauf They are drinking in what appears to be a convivial atmosphere.
Frau Wohlauf, who can be seen displaying a big smile, is evidently having a
good time.

A second photograph, from Czermierniki sometime during the second
half of 1942, is truly festive. It captures more than fifteen men of Lieutenant
Oscar Peters’ Third Company platoon celebrating. The Germans are holding
drinks, grinning broadly, and appear to be singing to the accompaniment of
violin playing. Hanging on the wall behind them is a hand-lettered ditty
which they obviously composed themselves:

The matchmordfiir taday
Now the lig/u‘—steppedjim begins
And allfeels well.

(Parolefijr Heute
]etzt gehts Ios im Trapp
Und allesflihlt sick Wohlauf)

Punning on their leaders’ names (Trapp means “clip~clop” and Wohlauf, the
name of First Company’s commander, means “well” or “in good health”), the
men described their state of mind. These Germans were celebrating, not
cursing, the names of the men who repeatedly sent them to kill Jews. These
men-—whose lives were then dedicated to mass slaughter, who, in addition to
the large company- and battalion-strength killings taking place during this
period, were conducting numerous search—and~destroy missions in their own
area—were feeling great.“
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The perpetrators’ places of congregation not only housed photographs
but were also filled with conversation of the mass slaughter. The men of Po-
lice Battalion 101 reveal little of their own contemporary intimate conversa-
tions of their deeds. A side glance at their brethren in Police Regiment 25,
who were engaged in the same enterprise and perpetrated their mass slaugh-
ters in a manner indistinguishable from that of Police Battalion tor, is sug-
gestive on this point. its officers talked frequently and approvingly of the
‘genocidal slaughter: “. . . I know that the Company Commander, as well as
the other oflicers of Police Regiment 25, which was then stationed in Lublin,
spoke in the officers’ club of the killings that had been executed. . . . the
younger oflicers spoke very much of these things. They deemed themselves
to be at war in Poland and to have accomplished feats of heroism by these
illings."’7 These Germans were so in the grip of antisemitic fantasies that

they conceived of the manifestly inert, unarmed Jewish population of the
Lublin region, which was destitute, prostrate, and compliant in the face of
German demands, as being at war with Germany. In slaughtering Jews, the
ideological warriors believed themselves to be performing heroic deeds. The
postwar testimony refers not to the men of Police Battalion 101 specifically,
but to the officers of the regiment to which it and Police Battalion 65 be-
longed. Nevertheless, it conveys the atmosphere of approval that permeated
this police regiment and its battalions. As this man, who was the commander
of the Order Police in Lublin from July I940 to July 1944, put it, the officers
“always discussed the shootings and were also pretty proud of them.”’8

It cannot be doubted that the men of Police Battalion 101 discussed their
wholesale slaughtering among themselves. The clerk of First Company re-
counts, for example, how the men, upon returning from killing operations,
regularly filled him in on their handiwork in detail.” Many have testified that
they complained vociferously to each other of Frau Wohlauf’s presence at the
killing in Miedzyrzeq which is an instance of such discussion, of moral eval-
uation, and of the expression of severe criticism of their superiors.” While
the men’s postwar testimony does not announce explicitly that they had gen-
erally approved of the genocide and its attendant cruelties (this is not sur-
prising, since such announcements could have put them in legal jeopardy), its
thousands of pages also do not warrant the conclusion that these men disap-
proved of it in principle. On the contrary, the men’s accounts of the conver~
sations that they had while in the killing fields suggest the opposite, namely
that these men in principle approved of the genocide and of their own
deeds." One of the men, for example, reports of the good spirits and jocular»

Lity that reigned during a meal after one killing operation: “At lunch a few of
my comrades made merry [machten lustig} over the experiences that they had
had during the operation. From their stories, I could gather that they had
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been involved in a shooting operation. So I remember as a particularly crass
case that one of the men remarked with aplomb that now we eat ‘Jew-brains.’
This remark was so disgusting to me that I reprimanded the man, who then
indeed stopped. The other comrades who had laughed at this, to me, ‘grue-
some joke’ also stopped.”-" The testimony of one former member of Police
Battalion 1oz’s Second Company makes clear that such talk was common,
that the men did indeed routinely discuss the killings and the brutalities:
“Evenings, in quarters, stories were often told of the terrible abuses against
Jews, by which First Company was supposed to have especially distinguished
itself. In that company there was ‘Big Raeder,’ who was referred to as ‘Slug-
ger’ [Schlalger] and who treated Jews and Poles very ruthlessly.”33

The question, of course, is in what tone and with what emotions did the
speakers and listeners contemplate the tales. The evidence suggests that these
regular public tellings were occasions to swap stories for entertainment, in the
spirit of general approval. Even if First Company was prominent in cruelty,
its men are presented here as but having “distinguished” themselves in an ac-
tivity that engaged the others as well. This would mean that some of Second
Company’s perpetrators of such “excesses” were themselves likely to gather
around and share in their own accomplishments as well as in those of others.
Furthermore, the men of Second Company must themselves have perpe-
trated many of the deeds under discussion, for the three companies were typ-
ically stationed apart from one another, so each company had to rely primarily
on its own activities for conversational material. Obviously, many of the men
of Police Battalion 101 were committing many brutalities. If a spirit of ap-
proval had not animated such evening discussions, if some of the men had in-
deed responded to the stories by indicating their principled opposition to the
brutalizing and killing of Jews, then they undoubtedly would have said so
after the war. The men’s silence on this point is almost as revealing as self-
indicting admissions would be.“

What do the men of Police Battalion I01 say of their attitudes towards th
genocidal slaughter? The lieutenant, Buchmann, who did refuse to kill explains
what led him to demur when his fellow officcrs did not. “I was then a little olde
and, moreover, a reserve officer. I was not intent on being promoted or other
wise to advance, becausel had at home my prosperous business. The Company
Commanders, Wohlauf and Hoffmann, by contrast, were young people on ac-
tive duty who aspired to become somebody. Through my business experience,
which especially extended also abroad, I had a better comprehension of things.
Moreover, I already knew from before, through my business activity, many
Jews.”35 Although the lieutenant speaks of the importance of the other 0ffiC6I‘S:_
career ambitions, he-despite his stated heartfelt intention not to incriminate
others”-unwittingly betrays their operative motivation and the crucial differ-
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ence between him and them when he gives this brief account of why he viewed
the killings differently from the others. His “better comprehension of these
matters” consisted of his recognition that they were committing crimes. The

- basis for his view, which he implies was exceptional for the times, was his dif-
ferent experience abroad and with Jews. Simply put, he viewed Jews differently.
With this comparison, he acknowledges by implication that his fellow officers
were beholden to the regnant German antisemitism that was the basis for and
had engendered the policy of total extermination.

The lieutenant’s depiction of himself as having been fundamentally dif-
ferent in attitude towards the mass slaughter is confirmed by others in the
battalion. The reservist who served as the clerk of First Company portrays
this lieutenant as the exception in his company, saying that neither he nor his
comrades had the sense that the officers, particularly their commander,
Wohlauf, killed Jews unwillingly. While the lieutenant was objecting to the
killings and complaining about them openly and frequently, the other officers
evinced no sympathy with his views, though they tolerated and accepted his
inaction.” One time, when the lieutenant found himself under the command
not of Trapp, but of the security police in Lukow, he apparentlyfelt pres-
sured enough, his opposition to the killing notwithstanding, to lead his men
in a killing operation, in which they marched Jews to a killing site and shot
them.33 But, fortunately for him, these circumstances were extraordinary for

J Police Battalion IOI. Under the indulgent Trapp, he and the others were not
pressured to kill. Lieutenant Buchmann did not kill because pressure was not

‘applied; the others killed anyway, because pressure was unnecessary.
Two of the most significant and revealing actions of the men of Police

Battalion IOI are, on the one hand, the 1nen’s incessant volunteering to kill
and, on the other, the failure of themen to avail themselves of the opportuni-
ties to avoid killing. One of the Germans in Second Company states the sim-
ple truth: “It is also perfectly possible that one could keep away from the
executions if one wanted to.”39 This was, moreover, not just a presumption on

Q‘their part. Lieutenant Buchmann explains: “I can remember that from time to
I

time before operations it was asked whether anyone did not feel up to the im-
) pending task. If anyone answered affirmatively . . . he was entrusted with
__other tasks.”“° When discussing the Jozefow slaughter, Erwin Grafmann, a

member of Second Company, states: “In any case, asimatters stood, one could
either volunteer or avail oneself of the opportunity to abstain from participa-

i tion if one did not feel up to the task.”“ The disinclination to kill that the Ger-
mans did have and occasionally acted upon was a visceral, and not an ethical,
one. The reason that some would and did opt out of the killing was because

.| the duty was at times unpleasant. Not everyone always “felt up to it.” As such,
l the decision to kill or not to kill was a matter of taste and not of principle.
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The testimony of another kilier inadvertently confirms that neither he
nor the others considered a comrade’s acceptance of the option not to kill as
an ideological or ethical rejection of the genocidal enterprise. “When the
question is put to me why did I at all participate in the shooting, I must say
that one does not want to be considered a coward.”“’ He is saying here thati?
was the threat of being considered a coward that might have inhibited som
men from excusing themselves from the killing. This can only mean that a
essentially unquestioned consensus on the justice of the extermination ex-
isted. For conceiving of someone as a coward, as a psychological weakling
with an inferior constitution, presupposes agreement by everyone that the
deed being asked of the actor meets his own as well as general approval. And
so, right before their initial killing in Jozefow, Gnade’s final words during his
address to his company, according to the testimony of one of his men, was an
admonition "to the effect of “Do not therefore go soft.”’*-‘ A person can be a
coward, he can fail to act owing to being “soft,” only because he is not coura-
geous enough or not made of sufficient mettle to carry out a task that he wants
to see accomplished. If a person is not in favor of the deed, then the failure
to carry it out is an indication of his opposition to it, not of cowardice or
weakness.“ Pacifistshthose who as a matter of principle oppose war--are

U0

not cowards. It is noteworthy that the men of Police Battalion IOI do not say
that those who chose to avoid killing ran the risk of being seen as “Jew-lovers”
(judenbegiinstiger), namely as principled opponents of the deed. This censo-
rious possibility evidently did not occur to the individuals, either at the time
or after the war. And it certainly would have if solidarity with the Jews had
indeed existed and been an operative motivation within the battalion, or if it
had been even remotely possible that the men of Police Battalion 101 sus-
pected that principied opposition to the killing was the source of a person’s
disinclination to killJews. The tenor within the battalion was such that, in the
men’s testimony, the charge of being “Jew-lovers” is not discussed.

It is also revealing that the “pep talk” given to Police Battalion 101 before
theJozef6w massacre was, as has been noted, a transparently thin iustification
for the huge slaughter of civilian Jews. The justification—namely that Ger-
man women and children dying in air raids should motivate the annihilation
of destitute Polish Jewish communities in tom, prostrate, unarmed Communi-
ties in a defeated country hundreds of miles awaymwould not have made
sense, would have sounded and been received like the “logic” of a madman to
anyone who did not share the Nazi eliminationist antisemitic creed, of which
an article of faith was that the Jews’ demonic capacities reached far, with
powerful destructive effects. The reminder of the civilian losses at home was
meant to activate Germans’ culturally shared cognitive model of Jewry, and
thereby merely to remind the men of what Jews by nature were»——and not to

/I
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win dissenters over to a conception of _]ewry that they did not already share.
The notion that the iustification made sense to the men of Police Battalion
tot finds further substantiation in their silence about it. Not one of them has
testified that he thought it was crazy, that he did not at the time see some
causal relationship between the deaths of Germans and the need to kill Jews,
some organic connection between the bombing and the genocide.

The rule for search—and-destroy missions and for forming the shooting
commando for the large-scale killing operations was odd for a security orga-
nization of this sort and is therefore significant. It was to staff them with vol-
unteers. The officers knew that this was unpleasant duty, and so it made
sense to let each man decide for himself if he felt up to it. The officers could
do so for two reasons. The first was that they understood that any reluctance
to participate in executions was a reaction to the real gruesomeness of such
killings and not the result of any moral opposition to them. The officers were
being solicitous of their men. No evidence exists to suggest that in Police
Battalion 101 a man’s desire to forgo a killing operation was perceived as a
challenge to the German moral order, or as a principled repudiation of the
regime or of this, one of its most important projects. I-lad it been so, then the
ofiicers would likely have been less willing to countenance their men’s selec-
tivity in deciding to take part in what was their principal activity while sta-
tioned in Poland.

The second reason that the officers could rely upon volunteers was that
letting the men decide for themselves who would kill posed no difficulty for
getting the job done. “It is, moreover, true,” testifics one man from Second
Company, “that there were always enough volunteers for the executions. I too
volunteered once or twice for executions, specifically for small—scale opera-
tions of the platoon.”'*5 A number of his comrades confirm the voluntarism
that pervaded their ranks. One relates: “I must first and foremost state cate-
gorically that whenever the superior requested them, there were enough vol-
unteers for execution squads. This was the case also in jozefow. I must add
that, in fact, so many volunteered that some had to be left l)ehind.”‘*° The first
of these two men, Grafmann, is one of the small number of men who, in the
midst of the killing operation of jozefow, asked to be excused because of their
disgust at the gruesomeness of the face-to-face killing during this, their bap-
tismal genocidal operation. Obviously, as Grafmann’s own testimony in-
dicates and his later volunteering to be an executioner demonstrates, Graf-
mann’s request was not born of a moral antipathy to the slaughtering of
Jews.” Grafmann may have been a paradigmatic killer of the type who had
difficulty at first because of the gruesomeness, yet who freely chose to resume
killing even after having been excused. Volunteering for killing, as in many
police battalions, was the battalion norrn.“

Ii
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Tm: OPPORTUNITIES GIVEN to the men to avoid killing have already been
touched upon. In addition to the men who chose not to kill, the recalcitrant
lieutenant served as a powerful example to the entire battalion that the men
could refuse to kill without suffering tangible hardships. Furthermore, from
the battalion commander down to its non—commissioned officers, those in
command positions showed understanding for the disinclination that their
subordinates might have had in performing their unsavory tasks. As one of
the men puts it when discussing Trapp’s initial offer, “it did not take special
courage for someone to step forward.”“° But let us imagine that despite the
opportunities to avoid killing, despite the possibilities that existed not to vol-
unteer to shoot Jews, some of the men were hesitant to declare their disincli-
nation to kill, either by asking to be excused from killing or by repeatedly and
perhaps conspicuously failing to volunteer for killing operations. Let us
imagine that they were of such weak will that, although they perceived the
genocide to be a monumental crime, they nevertheless preferred to be geno-
cidal executioners, to witness and produce the gruesome scenes that were the
roundups and the executions. They still could have done what the disap-
proving lieutenant did: apply for a transfer. The lieutenant wrote to the po-
lice president of Hamburg stating his opposition to the killing and asking to
be returned to Hamburg for duty there. His request was granted.” Indeed,
his refusal was not held against him. He was subsequently promoted to a
higher rank and installed in the trusted position of adjutant to the Police
President of I'Iamburg.5'

As generally is the casein military and police institutions, procedures did
exist within the Order Police for men to request transfers. Men of the Order
Police did avail themselves of the transfer mechanism. In February 1940, for
example, two men of Police Battalion 102, also a Hamburg battalion, submit-
ted requests to be transferred to their home garrisons that were approved.
The father of one had died, leaving his elderly mother alone to manage their
two-and-a-half-acre property. The serious heart condition of the second
man’s wife was deemed an acceptable reason. In August of that year, another
man was granted his request to be transferred from the battalion, because of
a troublesome leg that swelled and pained him on long marches.“ General
transfer procedures did exist within the Order Police. Men took advantage of
them, and the institution appears to have been, if anything, rather liberal in
granting them. Furthermore, when assessing the men’s opportunities to 55:1
move themselves from killing operations, the transfer offers made to the men
must also be taken into account. One that has survived in documentary form
was a request which was submitted to all three battalions of Police Regimen!
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and to Police Battalion 53 for young, active policemen from the communi-
ations platoons to volunteer for training for a “communications replacement
ompany“ in Cracow. The request came in December 2942, when all the

units were already steeped in mass slaughter. Two men of Police Battalion
10! did apply and were transferred.” Why did all the qualified men in these
attalions not apply? Aside from these two men, no evidence exists that any

of the men of Police Battalion 101 applied for transfers, either on their own
or in response to officially posted transfer opportunities, during the period of
their genocidal killings. Despite all of their easy protestations that they did
not look favorably on the killing, that they would have liked to have avoided
killing but could not, virtually none of the men of Police Battalion 101 has
even claimed that he put in for a transfer.“

Another facet of these men’s lives needs to be considered. During their
time as genocidal killers, the men of Police Battalion tor went home on fur-
loughs, lasting weeks.“ Some of the men say that they were instructed not to
discuss their genocidal activities; others deny that they received any such in-
iunction. Lieutenant Kurt Drucker, for example, admitsthat he, “on the oc-
casion of a furlough, spoke with friends about the events.”5" Whatever their
instructions were (and they might have varied from company to company),
the battalion members have been practically mute regarding what they did or
talked about while at home with friends and loved ones. Had the perpetrators
believed the genocidal slaughter to be a crime, had they therefore seen while
at home the prospect of returning to the brutalities and blood of the killings
as being as uninviting a prospect as a principled opponent of them would
have beheld them to be, then how could they bear to bring themselves to re-
turn to Poland? Once back home in Hamburg or Bremen, how could oppo-
nents of the killings not have cringed with horror at returning to the
gruesomeness of the mass murdering? The point is not that they could have
been expected to desert (although it is noteworthy that no evidence exists of
any who did), with all the real dangers that desertion entailed. It is that the
respite from genocidal operations ought to have given opponents of it,
namely those who actually considered it to be mass murder (and not justified
extermination), the opportunity and time to reflect even more on their situa—
rion and options. They were in the bosom of their families, away from what-
ever social psychological pressures living in an institution of genocidal
slaughter created for individuals. And they knew the horrors that awaited
their return to Poland. So why did they not resolve to apply for a transfer?
Why did they not appeal to whatever resources they had at home-—family,
fi-iends, or acquaintances who might have had contacts or themselves have
been in government agenciesaeto help them escape their horrible assign-
ment? Had the men of Police Battalion 101 made any effort to extricate them-'
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selves from the genocidal killing, then they would have asserted as much after
the war. They reflexively say that they wish they had not had to killmhardly
convincing testimony from those who are being interrogated for their mass
murdering. Yet, despite their powerful desire to exculpate themselves, only
one man in the entire battalion, aside from Lieutenant Buchmann, tells of
having done precisely what would be expected of opponents of mass murder,
namely attempt to extricate themselves from the killing institution. This man
got his wife to write to the Hamburg police authorities that she was unable to
raise their (at the time) eight children without his assistance. His transfer
back to Hamburg followed a few months later.” The rest of the battalion’s
men do not claim, let alone corroborate the claim, that while on furlough they
either expressed to friends and family a wish to extricate themselves from the
killing, or actually attempted to liberate themselves from the job of mass
murdering, which further reinforces the notion that they did not disapprove
of the genocidal slaughter.

The German culture of cruelty that existed towardsjews cannot be doc-
umented for this battalion to the extent that it can for many other institutions
of killing. Few survivors have emerged, and so it is often up to the Germans
to report their own brutalitywhowever much there was—and thereby to in-
criminate themselves, which they are naturally reluctant to do. Moreover, the
Federal Republic of Germany’s investigating authorities were generally not
interested in learning about instances of cruelty, since by the time of these in~
vestigations, all crimes, except murder, had passed the time limit for prose-
cution that is specified in the statute of limitations. No matter how much a
German in a police battalion had beaten, tortured, or maimed ajew, if he did
not kill his victim, then he could not be prosecuted for his actions. Still,
enough evidence has emerged to suggest that the culture of cruelty was also
part of Police Battalion 1oI’s constitution.

These Germans expended no effort to spare the victims any unnecessary
suffering. Moreover, the evidence does not suggest that they gave any thought
to the matter. The entire course of the destruction of ajewish community—
from the brutality of the roundups, to the suffering inflicted upon the jews at
the assembly points (by forcing them to sit, crouch, or lie motionless for hours
on end in the midsummer heat without water), to the manner of execution,
in Lomazy, for example—bespeaks a tolerance, if not a willful administration
of suffering upon the victims. The roundups did not have to be such licen-
tious affairs. The Germans did not have to instill terror in the victims and
leave scores, sometimes hundreds of dead in the streets. When the Jews were
waiting for the Germans to march them to the city’s outskirts or to load them
onto freight cars, it would have been easy for the Germans to distribute some
water to them, and to let them move around a bit, rather than to shoot any
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who stood up. As a number of the battalion members have testified, it was ev-
ident to the Germans that the jews suffered greatly and needlessly as they
waited. Finally, the cruelty of the Germans‘ manner of shooting jews or of
using clubs and whips to drive them from their houses or into the freight cars
speaks for itself. Because such brutality and cruelty became integral to the
practice of ghetto clearings and annihilations, and also because the goal itself
of mass extermination is so horrific and tends to overwhelln the considera-
tion of "lesser" crimes, when compiling the ledger of German brutality and
cruelty—in the endeavor to assess the actions and attitudes of the killers»-it
is easy to overlook these practices, as cruel as they were. Why did they not
have “ortlerly“ killing operations, without the public killing of children, the
beatings, without the symbolic degradation? _

ln addition to the willftilly and unnecessarily brutal manner in which the
Germans and their helpers conducted the various stages ol‘ a ghetto annihi-
latiou-- -- namely the routinr/.ed roundup and execution procedures-they also
gratuitously brutalized and tortured the Jews. Sometimes the agents inflict-
ing suffering on the _le\vs were the Germans‘ eastern European Hiwis, such
as during one of the Miedzyrzec deportations, when the Hiwis, obviously in-
fluenced by the Germans’ own brutality, lashed Jews with whips. Any brutal-
ity that the Hiwis publicly perpetrated upon the jews was permitted, if not
promoted, by the Germans, who had absolute control over them, and such
brutality should be taken into account when evaluating the Germans’ treat-
ment of the Jews. The scene at the marketplace during the last large deporta-
tion from Miedzyrzec is such an instance. The Germans forced the Jews to
sit or squat huddled together. The following photograph depicts a similar
scene from another of these Germans’ deportations from Miedzyrzec.

The Jews were praying and crying, and therefore making much noise.
This disturbed their German masters: “intermittently, Hiwis beat the people
with their rifle-butts, in order to enforce silence. The SD men had knotted
whips, similar to horse whips. They walked along the rows ofthe squatting
people, sometimes beating them vehemently.”58 The men of Police Battalion
10: themselves were not to be outdone by their eastern European‘ minions.
Although they also degraded and tortured jews at Miedzyrzec in the most
gratuitous, willful manner, their deeds are entirely absent from their testi-
mony. The accounts of survivors tell a different, more accurate, and reveal-
ing story. Survivors are adamant that the Germans were indeed incredibly
brutal, that their cruelty that day was wanton, at times turning into sadistic
sport. At the marketplace, the Jews, who had been forced to squat for hours,
were “mocked” (khoyzek gemacht) and “kicked,” and some of the Germans
organized “a game” (shpil) of “tossing apples and whoever was struck by the
apple was then killed.” This sport was continued at the railway station, this
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Men Q/“Police Battalion IO! guaraljews of/l/ligdzyrzec on May 26, 1943.
The Germans deported them to Majdaneh, where the men ofPolice Battal-
ion IOI and others slaughtered them in the November 1943 “Operation
Harvest Festival. ”

time with empty liquor bottles. “Bottles were tossed over jewish heads and
whoever was struck by a bottle was dragged out of the crowd and beaten mur—
derously amid roaring laughter. Then some of those who were thus mangled
[tseharget] were shot.” Afterwards, they loaded the dead together with the liva
ing onto freight cars bound for Treblinka. One photograph documenting the
final stage of What may be this deportation has survived (see next page).

Frightened jewish women, urged on by the Germans (one can but guess
how), are running with their children into a dark interior from which they
will emerge only to be gassed. The German closest to them, whose identity
is unknown, can be seen walking menacingly with a whip grasped firmly in
hand. ,

Small wonder that to the eyes of the victirns—but not in the self—serving
testimony of the perpetrat0rs—-these ordinary Germans appeared not as
mere murderers, certainly not as reluctant killers dragged to their task against
their inner opposition to the genocide, but as “two-legged beasts” filled with
“bloodthirstiness.”5°

The Germans report but rarely on their torturing of victims, on every
unnecessary rifle-butt blow to a Jewish head, yet the evidence suggests that
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~ Germans rmmmingjezvish women and children of/l/l:'¢dz_)1rzec into fleighr
cars.

the tortures which they inflicted in Miedzyrzec and Lomazy (where they beat
the bearded Jewish men whom they compelled to crawl to their execution)
were not rare exceptions. Although the men of Poiice Battalion IOI do not tell
of their cruelties in the mass deportation of Jews that they conducted from
Lu!-tow, one of the Gemiarmerie stationed in Lukow recounts what he saw as
he gazed out of his office window: “[The Jews] were driven on by the Ger~
man policemen [Polizeibeamter]. I could see the way the policemen beat with
clubs Jews who had collapsed. It was for me a shattering sight. People who
could not rise to their feet by themselves were pulled up by the policemen.
The beating was constant and the driving [of the Jews] was accompanied by
yelling [iautstark angetrieben]. . . .""°

The men of Police Battalion IOI report the cruelties of others, as of the
Germans in the SD and of the Hiwis in Miedzyrzec, while remaining reticent
about their own. They fail to mention the clubs that they themselves used in this
deportation and to what devastating effect they wielded them, although many
of them were engaged in driving the Jews from this ghetto. Presumably, they
used them for all their ghetto clearings and in other killing operations, though
but scant indications of their use of clubs are to be found in the testimony. We
learn of the whips :in Jozefow, the clubs in Lomazy (only because someone
thought to recount the incident where the Germans beat the bearded Jews), and
the whips in Miedzyrzec, in each case from only one or two men. None of the
Germans reveals that any of them used a whip in Lomazy. All we know of is the
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one whip that was captured in one of the photographs that has surfaced from
that day. The men of Police Battalion 101 similarly fail to volunteer accounts of
the scene from Lukow documented in the two photographs on the next page.

Members of Police Battalion 101 mocked these Jews in Lukow before dis-
patching them and seven thousand others to the gas chambers of Treblinka.
They ibrccd them to wear prayer shawls, to kneel as if in prayer, and, perhaps,
to chant prayers. The sight ofJewish religious objects and rituals evoked in the
German “solvers of the Jewish Problem“ derisive laughter and incited them
to cruelty. In their eyes, these were undoubtedly the bizarre accouterments,
the grotesque ceremonies, and the mysterious implements of a demonic
brood. The Holocaust was one of the rare mass slaughters in which perpetit7'
tors, like these and other men of Police Battalion 101, routinely mocked their
victims and forced them to perform antics before sending them to their deaths.

l
These proud, joyous poses of German masters (note the beaming face in theT/
first photo) degrading men who were for them archetypical Jews wearing
prayer shawls (note the absent hat, presumably knocked off, in the secondlv
photo), are undoubtedly representative of many such scenes of degradation
and others of cruelty about which the men of Police Battalion 101 remain
silent, and about which the Jews did not survive to give witness. If we relied
upon the specific and precise accounts of the battalion’s members themselves,
then we would have a skewed portrait of their actions, grossly underestimat-
ing the gratuitous suffering that they inflicted on the Jews, not to mention the
evident gusto with which they at times visited cruelties upon their defenseless
victims. Major Trapp, who was a killer with mixed emotions, at least once re—
buked the men for their cruelty. One of his men tells of the disapproval Trapp
expressed to the assembled battalion after the licentiousness of the initial
killing operation in Jozefow: “According to my memory he mentioned some-
thing to the effect that he could not agree with the maltreatment of the Jews
which he had observed [my emphasis]. We had the task to shoot thejews, but not
to beat and torture them.”'" It is significant that the battalion member re-
members not a categorical prohibition, but an expression of disapproval
(Trapp was nicht einversttmden). Here is the voice of authority in the person of
an atypical German commanding officer seeking to restrain the cruelty that
had already welled up unbidden in his men. Trapp—unwittingly paraphras-
ing a line from Shakespeare: “We shall be call’d purgers, not murderers”"‘-—
was saying to his men: Let us be killers, not torturers. But in vain, for his men
persisted in their cruelties, as is evidenced by those which they perpetrated at
Miedzyrzec and elsewhere, and by the subsequent discussion and boasting
among the men of the “awful excesses against Jews.""~‘

It cannot be doubted that a variety of attitudes towards the genocidal
slaughter existed within Police Battalion IOI. Even if general, principled ap-
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S/iorilr hf/hr"! depnriing the jervs of Lukdm to their deaths in Treblin/ea,
men Q/‘P0/ire Bmmlion IOI take time out to force a group 0f]em.r to pose
for photograplni‘ mementos.
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proval reigned, the men approached their destructive tasks with a range of
stances and emotions. Some “types” are the reveling, sadistic slayers of Jews,
like Gnade and Bekemeier, the zealous but faint-of-heart killers, like Hoff-
mann,“ the dedicated but non-celebratory executioners, like Grafmann, and
the approving but uneasy and conflicted killers, like Trapp. These types difl _
fered in the amount of pleasure they took in the killing, without differing ohk
the justice of the enterprise. Given the existing data, it is hard to know what _
the distribution of the various types was within the battalion. The informa-
tion that exists about most of the individual men is insufficient for conclu-
sions of this sort to be drawn. For the same reason, it is impossible to say how
many men killed with what frequency. It is even harder to know how many
men perpetrated what kinds of gratuitous cruelties and how often they did
so. And it is impossible to know the exact emotions with which they gazed
upon their labor’s product, whether it was a pit filled or a street strewn with
Jewish corpses, including those of the old and the young. lt would have been
surprising had any of the killers in the Iooos reported to the legal authorities,
or to the world at large, feelings of joy and triumph that might have moved
them while beholding these scenes. It is equally difficult to believe that these
men looked upon the Jews whom they were slaughtering with fond or even
neutral feelings, with sympathy for fellow human beings.

The evidence is, however, unequivocal that the overwhelming majority of
the men in Police Battalion ioi rounded up and then killed or deported Jews
to their deaths--and not just once, but repeatedly. Furthermore, it is note-
worthy that only at the first mass slaughter of Jozefow were the men Shaken
by their handiwork to the point where they asked to be excused, to the point
where they also manifested signs of emotional difficulty. Had this reaction
been the consequence of principled opposition and not mere disgust, the psy-
chological and emotional strain would, with subsequent killings, have likely

__Ml'£lCI'C21SC(l and not subsided completely, particularly since the men had re-
peatedly been offered a way out. But like medical students who might initially ‘ ,
be shaken by their exposure to blood and guts yet who view their work as eth
ically laudable, these men easily adjusted to the unpleasant aspect of thei

_-Tminority of Police Battalion i0r’s men asked to be excused from killing, and
why the officcrs could rely upon volunteers to fill out the killing squads."-‘ In
this battalion, killingJews was the norm in both senses of the word. Even the
medical personnel killed. In First Company, in keeping with the all too fa-
miliar German perversion of medicine during the Nazi period, the two med-
ical corpsmen inspected the Jews after they were shot, in order to ascertain
whether or not they were dead. “It happened repeatedly that both finished
them off with bullets [Gnaderzsrhiixse] when the victims were still alive.’"“ Not
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only did virtually all the men of this battalion kill, but they killed with dedi-
mtion and zeal, which is not surprising, since, as one of the men testifies, “it
is true, that among my comrades there were many fanatics.”°7 Their unflag-
ging contribution to the destruction of what was considered to be Germany’s
foremost enemy, international Jewry, was substantial, and worthy of recogni-
tion by higher authorities. Conrad Mehler, a member of First Company, re-
ceived the Distinguished Service Cross (Kriegsverdienstkreuz), Second Class,
its citation landing him, among other reasons, because he “distinguished
himself during the operations, evacuations, and deportations of Jews with
hard and intrepid conduct.”°8 The men of Police Battalion ioi, together with
those in their brother battalions of Police Regiment 25, received a final eval-
uation of their collective work from their commander, who, observing the
purposely deceptive German language rules, did not explicitly mention the
genocide, though he knew that their main task for much of their time in
Lublin had been to slaughter Jews.

On the occasion of . . . leaving SS—Police-Regiment 2.5, I feel bound sin»
cerely to thank you all, officers, non-commissioned officers, and men for
your indefatigable work, as well as your proven loyalty to me and willing-
ness to sacrifice. You have all given your best for Frihrer, I/bile, and Father-
land in the tenacious, hard, and bloody partisan fighting. ‘

Carry on in the same spirit, and forward to victory!”

Though the men of Police Battalion ioi may not, after the war, have publicly
expressed pride in the collective and individual commendations that they had
earned—over twenty of them received individual commendations—~their ci-
tations (as evaluations of their devotion and effectiveness) were wholly de-
served.” These accolades, of which they undoubtedly were not ashamed at
the time, and the deeds that they rewarded-not the men’s postwar denials——-
should be the final word on the actions and attitudes of the men of Police Bat-
talion 1o1. They did not just do their job. In service to the German nation,
they killed with distinction.
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LIVES, INGS, AND if OTIVES

N SURVE J NG THE genocidal contributions e eBattalion 101 and
’ other poli = battalions, it becomes ea ,, --J iewthe perpetrators only

through th rismof their mur 1 s deeds. This produces some dis-
tortion. The extrardinary cha e - of the killing operations, not surpris-
ingly, leads many to . onsi s e perpetrators and their deeds in isolation,
sequestered from the B‘ 1 7 it human social activity, from the “normal” work-
ings of society, in causethe genocidal deeds seem not to inhabit the
same social or p, univ e but tob1 I specialsub-universe of real-
ity. This can le 5' to caricat _ prpetratrL‘ ~ heirlives. These Ger-
mans parto activitie < than genocidal slang r,and they lived a
social ce. Under. em and their deeds reqires that the non-
killing a ctsof thei lives be a » dgedand investiged.

e battalion J ll id not kill in _==l or cultural vacu I . The Germans
had ra < dly constru _{ ted for themselv n institutional n ork and cultural
existee in Poland it at was, in I‘autonomo from Poles (not to
ffl6I1l' l1Jews), as befi e ' I 1 ,,:i.~eived qermensch J whohad come to dis-
place subhumans” and take conquere in their own image. In
fact, _~elaborate German cultural life in the locus for police bat-
talion , istence in Poland. After slau ‘ling Jews by the thou-
sands, - olicebattalion me ’ to the conventional type of
German c L i. ulturalactivities—the lice’s“clubs, recre-
ation centers, and canteens,”' the sporting events, movie -1 d plays, religious


